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PADUCAR DAILY REGISTER.
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Standard, Est. April, 11184.

AS MADE
HIS LAST
FIGHT FOR
DEMOCRACY

PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, MARCH 28, 1906.
denaturized alcohol was decided on
today. The bill will cheapen alcohol
for use irt the arts and rendered. un•
Such a
fit for use in beverages.
measure has long been favored by
Commissioner Yerkes.
The subcommittee will report a
free alcohol bill to the full committee

GOING AFTER CORTELYOU,
BLISS AND PERKINS ALSO

A

''70L 22, NO. 281

crats have named
lice judge. The I
OVERNoR
issue was refbrtn 'and defeat of the-.
contractors seeking places
council. The. vote was the heaviest
ever poleel at a municipal election
here and but obe'tenth of the ballots1
were straight votes.
•
.,
ceedect in eiecting a mayor and oth7
city offiCeri On a reform platform.
^
Increased Nearly,tsoo,000. -•
Lexington, ity., l!tisrrcb „
Thrill_
abilities of the the
9,Piteserve
Bond Company of Lex ton and Chi- HON.
JOSEPH FOLK'S ENGAGEcago are ,increased
'iitlf a million dollars by a decisibn by Circuit
MENTS PREVENT
Judge Parker yesterday to the effect
THIS.
that the eompuny is liable to investors who allow coupons to lapse on
account of non-payment of dues. He
decided that investors of the company are creditors, and the company
Superintendent Billington Has All
must account for money paid it by
the Schools
investors. Over
250,000
coupons
Closed--Alurnni
have lapsed.
Be Organised,

FOLK WILL •
vr C
-7T, TO
BE PRESENT

The -chief feature of the. bill is that MAY'E ARRESTED AS RESULT ga'gietrate Mass,
of ihe Combs court
it takes the. Isternal revenue tax off
was
It
said
at
the
time the warrants
OF MR. JEROME'S DIGGING
'
denatured domestic alcohol for techwere
issued
that
heating
the
men named as
lighting,
nical u-es, including
INTO INSURANCE CONTRIBUand motor uses. -The bll is to go
them were in the criminal courts
D. B. HILL SAID TO BE OUT OF into effect three month from the date
TIONS TO CAMPAIGN FUNDS, building and that their attorneys at
of its passage.
the same time were in the supreme
THE POLITICAL GAME
It is predicted the effect of the bill
court
arranging for writs of habeas
will be a revolution in heating light- WARRANTS SECURED
FOR GOOD.
F0 R corpus in
motors,
'as
connection with the aliofor
furnishing
fuel
ing and
alcohol wit be cheaper than kerogene
THREE
PROMINENT MEN, ceedings.
oil or gasoline and can be made from
It was reported in the criminal
BUT NAMES NOT DIVULGED
any grain, vegetable, root or fruit
courts
building that the warrants
Friends Shocked By the Change In containing March.
BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S asked for were for the arrest of Postthe Former Democratic
master General George B. Cortelyou,
OFFICE.
Leader.
chairman, of the Republican National
Committee; Cornelius N. Bliss, treasNew York, March sq.—Warrants
urer of that committee, and George
for the arrest of three prominent life W. Perkins, formerly vice president
"David B. Hill has made his last
insurance officials were obtained by of the New York Life Insurance
Superintendent C. M'. Lieb of the
fight for the Democratic party in this
District Attorney Jerome today from Company.
state," said a prominent minority
city public schools, yesterday morn=ember of the legislature in the Ten
ing reccived a letter from Governor
MEN SEE
Eyck Hotel in Albany. "From what FIRE INSURANCE
Joseph Folk of Missouri, who stated
I know and learn regarding Hill's
RANK ERROR OF CITY
that owing to his pressing official
condition," he continued, al ern conTRE'\SURER SAMUEL HUGHES business, and also other
OFFICERS.
vinced that there is little to be hoped
engagements,
he was compelled to reject the invitafor in his case. He is a broken
OF ELKS' COMPANY
tion to come here and deliver
man, physically. What gives even
address to the graduating class/l
more concern to his friends is the
REPORTED.
o
;
g the
high school during the commence.fear that his once great mind is
ment exercises next June. He heartsharing, in part at least, the wreck of Delay Will Doubtless Cost the Busiily thanked the superintendent for the.
his bodily health."
ness Men and Building Owners
FOR RE-ARRANGEMENT , MADE IN
PAYS
invitati4In and expressed a strong
It is said that before Hill left this
CAR COMPANY
Tomorrow Night the Elks Lodge
Very Dearly.
wish to accept, but could not possibly
city of South Carolina, friendl who
ADOPTION OF ORDINSTREET WORK BETWEEN
do so.
visited him were shocked by the
Will Hold Its Annual Election
On zeceiving the•lett r the superinchange they found in him. A spirit
ANCES.
AND OUTSIDE RAILS.
of Officers.
tendent was greatly disappointed as
of great despondency had overtaken
he had hoped the governor could find
him, due, no doubt, to el-health, but
Commissioner C. C. Rose of the
time to come here and deliver the
what was observed with greater as- fire insurance bureau maintained here
•
speech a hich would have been heard
tonipment was Hill's lapse of inter- by the fire insurance companies doest in tbe political situation.
Only ing business in Kentucky, was yester- Board of Works Will Have Power One Board Will Not Have te Pass
Last evening a called meeting of by thousands of people, but as his
now and agan would the former day displeased with the action of the
the Elks' Building Company was held executiveship cannot do so, the supa Measure Twice Before It Goes
to Say Where "Deadmen" Shall
governor's eye kindle under the council and aldermen of Monday
at Hotel Lagomarsino, and during erintendec now has to direct his atstimulus of a remark about his past night, in not selecting some one to
to Other Body for Adoption.
the gathering Mr. Samuel B. Hughes, tention to other quarters.
Be Planted by Companies.
Professor Lisb yesterday said lie
activities as a Democratic leader..
the treasurer of the company, made a
•.• be city electrician so tlig inspection
report, showing the receipts and ex- now tholight he would try and get
of electrical wiring entering all buildthe head of some great collegiate inpenditures since there was started
ings, could be constantly tarried OS.
the new building being constructed stitution to come and deliver the adMr. Rose and the insurance people
The co
ttee on rules of the by
this 14xlire on, North Fifth street dress. He will correspond with the
want something done right away, Last evening a meeting of the city legis
ds is "report., b —
chemeellor of Vaistlerbsit, The Univerbut the city authorities decided to joint ordinynce committee for the
Lkfro-tesseeenr*IIIIIM gibs awl
to revise'
sity
of Weak and others, and see
ulations
in
such
a
manoffice
electrician's
nrent
showed
that about $12,000 had
combine the city
city legislative boards, was held in
if
one
of that number cannot be
ner
that
several
weeks
time
will
been expended thus far, while about
with that of building inspectorship the board of public works chamber
hereafter be saved in adoption of $30,000 will be spent before the home prevailed on to come here. The supa PRESIDENT BROTHERS WILL and putting those duties on the electat the City Hall, and there taken up an
ordinance while a document of is finished and equipment fully in- erintendent is determined to have
trician. It will take until the first of i t.
ne question of numerous measures
some prominent man here and will
CALL MEETING WITHIN
that
nature is making its rounds stalled.
adopted
to
be
.
ordinance
this
for
May
that are to be brought up fo, Adopcontinue
working to this end until he
through
the
bodice.
This
will
be
Everything is going along nicely at
Iherefore this means nia wire inspect- tion by the full municipal bodies.
FEW DAYS.
has succeeded
in
accomplishing
ing will have been done here since There was present at the meeting among the numerous other changes the struceture where Contractor Geo.
something.
two
to
be
effected in the rules.
Katterjohn continues his mechanics
the middle of this month as over
of the committee, Mayor Yeiser and
All Are Closed.
..•
At present an ordinance is handed at work every favorable day. It will
weeks ago there went back to St.
Supt. Santuel J. Billington Of the
City
Solicitor
James
Campbell,
Jr.
been
had
who
be
Evertz
some,
the councl for initial adoption the
time d'uouf August, however,
Louis C. 0.
The Two Sanitary Inspectors Will temporarily filling the place since W. The committee requested the so- first Monday night in a month. The before the edifice is completed and county public schools reports that all
the buildings have closed for this
J. Gilsdof resigned during February licitor to bring in an ordinance, preseht rules provide that it then ready for occupancy.
be Started to Work Immeterm otft in the rtirallfstricts,1 istd
authorizing
the
mayor
to
sell
at
Tomorrow evening the Elks' lodge
and eent to Louisville.
lay over ;until the third Monday
will remain so until
t fall,„joige
Mr. Rose yesterday said the delay public auction, a franchise, entitling night when second passage will be in their hall on Fourth street, will resuming.
mately for the Summer.
The
boys
ace
now enthis
the
street
railway
company
to
lay
the public officials were causing
given by the board. The bill then hold their annual election of officers gaged in itieeir farm4e work which
matter would prove very expensive ack% upon the many new streets goes to the aldermen the Thursday who are to serve during the ensuing carries
lid the fall
their 'thrtni
to the building owners of this city the car company wants to cover night billowing the third Monday twelve months. Nominations for period, when they fp' lcatitt to their
these resper." e places have been
because while no city electrician now with its system, in enlarging same.
Dr. C. H. Brothers, president of exists to inspect wiring entering all The measure granting the traction night, and in that upper board gets made during the past three sessions studies. Last fall at the election, in a
districts no
the city board of health, is preparing buildings the electrical firms of the pcople this permission will provide its first adoption. It then has to of the lodge, and quite a number of number of county school
trustess were chosen to succeed those
to call a meeting of that body for city were more than likely to wire that this .private•cornpany in putting lay over until the first Thursday fol- candidates are up for each,
-hoise term.% • sire expiring. therefore
There also expires ton-orrow night
purpose of outliaingt heir summer's buildings in a manner not as good track down upon any sleet. shall lowing the first Monday of the next
the
old ones hold over until shortly
work and starting the two sanitaly as would ensue if an inspector was pay foe all the street work inside month, before the aldermen pass it the three yeare-ierm of Mr. Samuel when the superint44ent names the
for
the
Ail
time,
and
it
then
betime
Hughes as trustee and he will either
inspectors off on their duties. Ttw looking over their work all the
the mita, and ,also foe all that one
successors, according to the authorbe re-elected or some other chosen
/ president thinks the seasion will be to see that it came up 'o schedule. foot' outside. each rair.. , This means comes a Ifew.
ity
given him.
This.
r
officers
ine
takes
up
about five for the position. Another trustee will
This delay of the public
• 'called within the next few.sdays,
Organize Alumni.
electrician that where -Ike new triacks of th weelfle, ti
to
.,pass
a
Dr.
bill,
if
no
of
be
named
the
place
city
to
take
C.
when
the
that
means
they' want the men started o as
car company go.over a gravel stree
Payne of the high school
Pl-ofessor
into
was
have
specint
s
*ions
E.
Whitesides.
L.st
year
he
are called, as the
is finally chosen, he will
soon as possible.
the
city, and use others of
the
in
company
shall
keep
in
good
here
comma meets the first and third elected for three years, but resigned
spect all the buildings Aired. at the
Although the members r
:he teaching corps, are preparing to
c.
shape
rails,
the
gravel
inside
the
ing
were
Cincinnati
they
if
recently
account
.going
to
see
Mondays of each month, and the
present time and
this board are not fully sa
by properly done. Wherever it is found and also for one foot outside, eichile Thursday night following these to locate, hence some other *ill be organize an alumni which will be
the city legislative bodies
a valued acquisition to the school.
40erelectricians do not put in the where the new divisions go over ccuncilmanic. gatherings, the alder- named io serve out the remaiqing
mating the board of health to niie the
Hold ibebatee.
brick
streets
or
thoroughfare
re-coninspecmonths
two years of his thirty-six
wires as they should, the city
men, meet in regular session.
the sanitary inspectors, still
Debating club of the high
The
structed
with
other
improved
maowner
term.
building
the
compel
will
tor
Ndw it is the intention of the
health authorities say they thiffic
The elections are always most in- school"' has decided to give next Frito take it all out alot have same dOneiterial, the company shall do like\things can be run alongthout ny over agaid in strict accordance with wise, bear all the expense of putting committee on rules to bring in a teresting affairs and bring out a day evening at the Washington buildregulation, providing that when an
ing, the debate they had to postpone
coetroversies or a hitch. • Altbough
participate.
tlic schedule. This will all cost brick between the rails, and for one ordinance is brought in to the crowded lodge room to
from last Friday night, on account of
the municipal legislative mcmders money and makeethe building owners foot outside each way. Fifth is to
Student
the inclement weather."
elect the inspectors, the two latter ,in many instances have to pay twice he paved with brick and two blocks council and gven first passage that
SMALL DOCKET.
night
it
is
read,
it
will
fill be
not
have
to
Siherola"
Government
of
the
work solely under direction of , the for the work that would cost them { of the re-construsged thoroughfare
lay over to the next regular courtdiscussed the negallW being OW*
Only
Had
Cross
boatA of health, who has the right to only once if 'the city had
Dave
Judge
Special
the ,will be covered by one of the new
by Brent Janes and Frank Ltiften•
airthar le them. if they do not prop- Prectrical inspector who could see :divisions of the canine between cilmanic meeting for second adop- simmereolits
Two Cases Before Hine
while Robert Hailey and Robert
tion,
berg.
before
going
to
the
aldermen
ci:ight.
erly pdform their dut;es.
e
_Zo
done
wa
ires_
s
tIle_
rk
i
irriimer
that the_aw_o
Mad son and Clay. and this means
take the affirrative.
Mitchell
•
fast_
passage,.
but_shall
Mae-board of health- welted mte4tor,
WW
that Tha Welton people WitthTte te, sented the
liresterZay morning Spectar-WO-fee
latter at the following
4 ity to employ and dismiss the levee- ally.
. pay for the brick between their
Wave doss was on the bench again
'tors, but the council an aldermen
Mr. Rose was asked yesterday if mac and for one foot outside each. meeting Of the upper board.
in
the police court, the illness of
In this new way a bill can he
decided the two latter bodies would he thought there was any danger of
General
Manager John S. Bleeck- fifinaliy
.
Sanders preventing him from
Judge
do the employing, then put the men the fire insurance companies raising
adopted a few days less
the
cointhe
carline
was
at
eeN
t
down.
coming
under the health officials who could the insurance rate if the city did not
than three weeks, and much time
arrangemeeting,
and
this..
mittee
breach
of the peace charge
The
11 dismiss them if they wanted to.
inspector,
an
employ
immediately
thereby saved.
against Draw Dunlap, colored, was
Several of the board of health °ilk- and lie replied that he could not tell ment was satisfactory to him. The
kis yesterday said that good men what orders would come from insur- new fereets he wants to lay track :REPORMESS WIN IN IOWA. continued until today. •
had been named as inspectors and ance headquarters. He would not say on are as follows; Nina?'from Clark
A postposement °until this mornWASHINGto Broadway; Eighth from Tening was given Fred Collins and P. CITY ENGINEER
they did not anticipate any trouble the rates would not be raised.
City Eleations Show Preponderance
Madison
from
nessee
Fifth
ire-having the city's sanitationelooked
to Clark;
C. Gibson, who are charged with
TON HEARING FROM NUMof Sentiment.
after.
using insulting language, one toMUST BE FROM KENTUCKY to Trimble; Trimble from Fifth to
One inspector will be given the
EROUS ENGINEERS.
Sixth; Tenth 'from Trimble to Burwards the other.
Des Nibbles, Iowa, March 26—Iowa
'South Side of town to work and the For She Proved so Plucky—Miss nett;
Tenth
to
Burnett
from
°thee the North Side. Their duties
Twelfth; and on Broadway from the today was in the grasp of municipal
NOT CRAZY.
Carrie Brown Attacked by Two
•4
are to see that everybody keeps their
East side of Fifth upos these new reformists and in those cities where
City Engineer Washington haa
Returning
Robbers While
, were not defeated Fannie Marshall Was Not Tried commenced receiving replies from
closets and rear premises in a clean
street*, the rails on the following republican ticket'
' and healthy condition.
From Church.
yesterdap in Court.
, thoroughfares now covered, will be the contest was so close that it is
the letters he sent different civil
as a universal deutand for reThe inspectors elected by the countorn .up; Madison from Fifth to taken
engineers over the country, whereformation
in
public
affaite.
The
hot
fell are R. F. Barnett and John MotSummoning all her
'grit and Sixth, that on Sixth from Madison
Yesterday morning Fannie 'Mar- in he asked them what 'they* *mold
strength, Miss Carrie Brown, of No. it, Trimble, also on Trimble from test fight of the state was in Des shall was not tried for lunacy or charge to come here and make the'
furl North Second street. East St. iTenth to Twelfth, on Clark, from Moines and at 12 o'clock returns are
as it was found her condi- plans and specifications for the ne,v
so close that there is ii questinet
MAY SOLVE FUEL PROBLEM Laois. resisted the attack of two i
Eigth to 'Ninth, on' Jackson frtom whether Mayor Mattern, the trout& tion was .not sufficiently seriontito sanitary sewerage 'disbriet to be
AAA.* • ,
pdwerful negro robbere list night, isetth, to Ninth, on Ninth • from
can candidate, or Charles Holly, the Justify this. lIet brothtr wanted her ccinstructed. He said yesterday that
8611 Taxed As a Beverage But King and beat them off. .She scratched
The tommitteee last night direct- democratic nominee, who had the tried so she could he confined, and although responses were coming In.
Alcohol Is Free to Use in the
their faces, pounded them with her l ed the solicitor to bring into the full citizens' support, is elected.
cafe guarded in that manner from still he could Of yet tell who would
Arta add Science.
fists, tore their clothing and scream-'boards for adoption ordinances proany mishap, due to incompetency, be recommended for employment by
only
the
official
et
-4W
will
Probably
I
Washington, March 26,-A unani- ed with all her might..
viding that Salem avenue and Ham- decide. The, "scratchers''' alder- but the judge thought she was not him, until he had received word •
The footpads gave up the struggle
--toys 'House subcominiittee report a
manic ticket has elected' at least four of the condition necessitating such,S. from otfters to whom he had
bill removing the revenue tax from after a short battle and fled.
IContinueo on Page Eight.)
ten,'
of the'nine aldermen and the demo- course.
. ,
.

IS DANGER
IN DELAY

REPORT OF
EXPENDITURES

CITY BOARDS
NEW TRACKS
GAVE TIME
Br CAR LINE

HEALTH BOARD

4

4
t#

PLENTY OF
LETTERS

afeeWeatese.e
•,..•••••• •••

4- TRAVELERS
PROTECTIVE
ASSOCIATO
OFFICERS

A True Tonic

SURPRISING VALUES IN
NEW WEARABLES

Rich, tissue -forming, blood -making
properties will be found in

Through exceptional good fortune in our wholesale buying
we are enabled to offer you values this spring that are without
precedent in the
history of Paducah retailing...The very newest
styles and patterns in
fabrics and in garments are here for much less than
goods o flike qualities can be bought for outside of the wholesale
houses. Keep this fact
well in mind when making your spring purchas
es sad it will greatly
profit your pocketbook.

viEU5E RB
ai USCHPs

-a4 atiino
/11/

Si
STUNNING SPRING DRESS
UNDERWEAR AND HOSE.
GOODS AND SILKS.
A steady incoming procession of Lap over the edges of ‘Vinter and • •
NEXT: 4:SATURDAY
A liquid-food containing, in predigested
fresh daily shipments keep this dress 'Spring with these medium weight
form, the strength-giving, nerve-building
SVENING.
goods stock always up-to-date, always 'undergarments and hose and you'll
elements of Barley-Malt and Hops. More
interesting, no flatter how often you likely save yourself an annoying cold,
drop in.
potent than drugs and is harmless to the
19 itch Kaikai Silks in small checks,. Children's fast black Cotton
most delicate person.
Hose.. ......
..
for Ladies and Children's dresses,
The State Organisation Holds Its
Malt-Nutrine,,unlike drugs, can be taken
Boys' heavy ribbed black cot
per yard
49C
Annual Gathering Here Within
Messaline Finish Silk, 25 inches wide
Without fear of. contracting a habit.
in black and white, per yard..5oc Ladies'
il
Ho
os
se..f.2s:•
t .•black seamles
l ....
s . ..
.
the Next Six Weeks.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
F4
Novelties in Dress Silks
at
6oc,
75c
Ladies'
and
$1.00
ribbed
vests and
Prepared by
Cream White French Serge ....75c
Pants.. ..
........
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'a
Novelty White Serge, with black Mens' cotton ribbed
vests
and
•
The Paducah ,Post of the Travelchecks
Pants.
St. Louis, U.S.A.
60c
J5g
er- Protective Association will _meet
Steel Grey Mohairs, 26 inches
next Saturday night at the Club4
wide
Seco
rooms of the Paducah Traveling
Smart Spring Earments
SPLENDID WASH FABRICS.
Men's Club on South Fourth street
Notprin
ted words can truly picture
itear Broadway, for the purpose of express themsel
Here is the latest word in stylish
ves as ‘ intending to
the rich and dainty beauty of these Suit creatio
holding their annual election of offi- take down their fences
ns—Paris could show
and put their
tine wash fabrics, it will be an artis- nothing
eers Who are to serve during the cre lawns into fine condition so the
newer. Many of them were
tic feast for you to look .thhn over made exclusi
F .1!ylg year.
premises can be btautitied to this exvely for us, a little betand we'll be right glad to show ttr, a
tent.
trine
more smart. and much
- The organization consists of tray.
them.
!Ater values than the ordinary. It
line men, and the present officers
Beautiful Ofgandies at
will be show day in•the Suit section
• re: A. R. ,Ciouse, president;' Ern2Sc, aoc-and 50c •.
wow
•
Lackey, secretary and treastuer.
Neat styles in Lawns and 13eiste
Ladies' tailor-made Suits
...:d Silas. G. Bryant, Finis E. Lack,
at
.at
$12.00 to $i800
Hie
j, Andy Batter, George Powell,
Good values and style* in Ginghams Ladies' Black Silk Skirts
Louis Kolb, Jr. and Henry A. Petat
She Couldn't 'Understand.
8 i-3c, toe and 15c at.. ..
......$t6 so to $25 00
•
-.r,- directors.
mane-ton $1,03t) a year?"
He u as describing the game.
Novelty Waistings, all white
Ladies' Tailor-made Covert
"I thought I had a clear field," be
"Well, of course, a good deal Mgt
•
at
15c. 20C and 25c
During the meeting Saturday evJacket. at
$(koci to $15.00
said. "when suddenly he tacked me."' depend on the girlstbility to support White Lingerie cloth, 36
tting arrangements will be made for
inches
Ladies' Wool Skirts
"What do you mean by that" she him in the style to w ieh he has beet 'wide
the state meeting to be held here by
25e
at
$5 oo to $1200
accustomed."—Chleago Record-Herald
Readin
First
Looks
it
On
g
Good—
A
maked
'
traveling. men from all over Ken"Why, in this ease he caught me
tucky, either on May 50, or the
around the walat with both arms and
New Kind of Liquor Law.
Ambition.
Saturday preceding, this having not
I couldn't make him let go."
Now. Wm la My ambition;
SAVING SPECIALS.
1'11 say it. frank and blunt—
yet been exactly decided upon. litany
"But why," she inquired, with a
....1111W010.,
A nice long row of figures
Pultrealt members are officers of the
sigh, "why under those circumstances,
Specials that will appeal to ever y thrifty woman who reads this paWith a dollar mark In front.
did you want to make him let go?"
state body also, J. Andy -Bauer bea.
per,
—Washington Star.
Chicago is' not the only place that Then she added, after a pause: "You
ing first vice president, Harvey Phil19
inch
Black
taffeta
,
a
65e
value, for
A SIXPLE SOLUTION.
49c
lips third vice president, Henry A. wrestles w'th saloon troubles ..ir one men are queer creatures."—Judge.
Genuin
e
Rajah
Silks,
regular
$1.25 value, for
way
or another. The city of Hous9Sc
Petter fifth vice president, L. S. DuSpecial values in imitation Torchons an4. insertions, per yard
Their Little Scheme.
sc
Bois director, Rev. W. H. Pinkerton ton, Tex., formerly permitted drinkFlowered Ribbons, 3% inches wide, per' yard
Orville
Tuffun
—How did youse guys
toe
state chaplain, Ernest Lackey chair- ing places to be kept open all night
White crepe Cotton Towels, fringed, each
manage ter raise all dat daturbance
:•• ••••• • 5c
man of the state hotel committee, if the owners wished, but has lately widout
Men's Fast Black Seamless Socks, 15c or 1 for
gittin'
pinched
?
establi
shed
an
••.•• • 1115C
hour
closing.
for
Finis Lack chairman of the state
Violet Talcum Powder.
Muggsy—Dat was a cinch. W'enever
Thus far the city follows a compi
•• •.
...... sc
•
•
sick and relief committee and Jerry
we seen a cop comb' de gang would
D. M. C. Embroidery Cotton, in skeins
aC
Porter chairman of the state legis- mon fashion, but departs from the give a college yell. Den de cop would
general rule in making provision in t'ink we
lative committee.
was students, an' go away.—
the new law for subjecting the buy- Cleveland Leader.
The national gathering will be er of the liquor in prohibited hours
held sometime in June and many as well as the seller to a penalty,
Put Them All to Sleep.
from here will attend.
whether the same penalty or one of
First Comedian—Did you score a hit
the same kind is not known. At all with your new specialty?
The local post of the T. P. A.
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
Second Comedian—Did IT Why, the
events, the law holds that the man
meets in the Paducah Traveling
who with money tempts another to audience gazed with open-mouthed
Men's clubrooms on South Fourth
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
violate the law is guilty of the vio- wonder before I was half through.
but the two organizations are seerFirst
Comedi
an—Won
derful! It le
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
lation if committed as truly as is
rate, one from the other.
he who with liquor tempts the other seldom that an entire audience yawns "How fresh the air is here in the
at once.
Secretary Ernest Lackey of the to violatio
n.
country! In the city it's intolerable!"
local T. P. A. yesterday morning
In much of the comment on the
"Yes sir; I've often wondered why
sent out notice to all the Paducah
Heavy Bombardment
they don't build the big cities out in
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Anyone falling to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Telephone Cumberland 315.'
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Dr. E. G. Thomas of Hervey, Dr.
J. S. Stone of Benton, Dr. S. Cohn
of Fulton and a number of other
out-of-town physicians will be in
attendance. A letter from Dr. D.
M.
Griffith of Owensboro yesterday
poatoffice
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the
of
SUPERVI
at
PaduSOR
BERT
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N
a
said he could not possibly attend.
ode KY., air eecoud-c.lase snail matter.
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1AMES E. WILHIeLke, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
MIZOIART S. WILkIELM, Secretary.

INSPECTED
COMMANDERY

Rural Highway.

STORE pftI N TING.
THAT PLEASES

Would you care to look over the best assortment of
embroideries
that a Paducah store ever exhibited.

-

PIECE GOODS

PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.

•

All over the country the citizens
and tax-payers are forming leagues.
to protect their interests against grabbers. In many cities the leagues have
a first class lawyer whose business is STATE PRESIDENT C. Z. AUD
toscrutinize every proposed grant,
WILL BE HERE THIS
and if public interest is not fully proEVENING.
tected, tb tee Alit provisions • are
made for it. In many instance, ihe
leagues Lave defeated many grabs
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eanchise grabber* are-organieed,• and in Ittild Inside City -by Doctors,
eveily city the 'cifeeens shotild_do likeAs Warm Weather Approaches.
.
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BIG

4 20
OLD-

202-R

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,

J. J.Bleich,
224 Broadway,

PADD'CAH, HY.-

•

Ilia of every Policy of
.J1P-jMUTUAL LWE
of -New York stands
The filet AllIfirMI Life IIsumitleabe comply that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the
....World...
f.4.4.4.44•4344.44-)44,++.4.,-,44.44.

Order your
EASTER SUITS
from
-

J.L.Thompsow
Tailor-

Room 111, Fratdrnity Bldg.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

TIME RIES

FINE.

Deputy U. S. Marshal Brown Dug
Up Old One From Records.
Two ~tiltilrefs - at
Covington
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade
This evetking tile
McCracken
threaten to move out of r Ken9iehe County Medical society will hold its Brown has returned from Eddyville,
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tax • of sei cents 'per' ;Afton 'ori rtr
11, the state president who comes with interest. During tftglt a
tied: liquor manufactured in the
sfronterbis home in Cecilia, Ky., dur- tiller namednamed . Elise Lemon made
state, or shipped into the state for Urg tile evening he will deliver
an whiskey in Lyon county, and violatthe purpose ,of 'branding the stuff ederreits, while Dr. Phil Stewart will ing the revenue laws, was -fined $88.
"Kentucky.". if those fellows will present a paper on "Some Preven- Dr. Emilius Champion went his
only keep their words and take tives For Venereal Diseases." Dr. bo1d, but for some reason the fine
wa never paid. Marshal Brown ran
/along with ifitait the balapce of. the L. E. Young of the • county has a
paper also, and after the gathering, across it on his books, and, finding
gentry whose business it is to. con- the., doctors
all repair to Hawkin's Dr. Champion had property, •went to
-vest - giustsinis --whiskey. hinso ,
r"reat- cafe, tie Broadway where an elegant Eddyaille to sell same and take out
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comment on the rtrophecy of the destruc- held here inside the city by the 'Remains of Harold Jess, Colored,
tion speaks in this wise: "Poisilly medical society, as the doctors con- pragged From Ravine Yrtsrday.
duct their, gatherings out in the
the alleged soothsayers
Yesterday morning shortly after 14
prophecy county during the
warm months, o'clock there was found thg body of
that bliemphie woold safe+ destruction by flood or other calamitiou
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cause last night had its origin with
he
the cotton planters of the adjacent
country. Memphis usually becomes'
codgestcd with blacks when the cotton-picking season is closed, and it is
no easy matter to induce thelm
to return to the fields when the spring
opens. Just now the . platters are
bedly4rt need of "hanthew and %meti•Tt I
er or opt the exodus of the colored
Poindatiori fleeing from the predicted
wok tp come was of the planters'
deeigidett.it hai doubtless iserved
refill some
- deserted plantation cabins.'
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COULSON.

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Phone 133.

First-Class
Watch Work

r,

Odd Fellows.
,
The arrangements committee of
this city continues gradually preparing for the interstate gathering to
be held here beet month, but have
not yet entirely outlined their programme. They have decided upon
enough to have big advertising
posters printed and sent to differtnt
cities around this section of the
country, advertising the approaching
cession.
These posters will be
struck off right Sway and sent out.

NEW-

Corset cover Embroidems are here in a great
range of patterns and
qualities it aoc, 25C, 35C, 33C, 48C, 59C, 75C and
up to Vic a yard.

a*

4.

Phones:

From the showy patterns at sc. toe, x5c and 25c
in cambric edges
to the dainty match sets in nainsook and swiss
we show an unrivaled
lint of the very choice things of an exceptiona
l embroidery season.

Flouncing embroideries are here at ssc, ssc,
sac, sac, 68e, 75c, liSc,
DR. KRA:HER Wi
THE
*
tipc, pflc, and lir.ss.
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Supervisor Bert Johnson of the
county public roads, yesterday , exLARS.
No such values have over been offered by us at
pressed himself as being opposed to
any time. A great
Wedterstley Morning,,March
r106 the. fiscal court reducing tile tax rate
any of the embroidery Iota we show are
"clean-*s" bone dill menuAt present there are about too
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In Tennessee, the deitaocTaticrean- mites of graveled roads out, in the
fiseensers at anuck Is dean the regular price.
Xiihnson Woodmen of the Woriel
didates for govern*,ar# sliniOng so county, 'and Supervisor
states that if the fiscal court *ill let
much mud, that somesvf the demolined Weekly Entertakuor
the tax arte remain -Xi-Bo' -celltotfor
•,atie newspaper? express fears of a five years, he will have every
•
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of
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A corPoraeon -president in: Louis- be a small levy for purpose of mainafternoon...
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offset the expense incurred by build- ber of candidatessac. ?oc and asc.
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Out in Rime, at the municipal olec- ing the roads.
the organization. There *as presIn fixing the tax rate of the county, ent
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at the gathering Dr.,$Kramer of
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that is he will not indorse t.orrupt
'taxation. Last year 17 cents was every respect.
political machines.
levied for the road fund, meaning
Series of Entertainments.
that, off every $too Worth of taxable
In raising the Sz.000 needed to
While a,certain newspaperewriter property, this 17 cents was collected,
is so anxious to see p certain street and devoted to nothing but public entertain the many hundred visitors
coming next year to attend the
re-constructed, a word might -also road work. This year Mr. Johnson Head
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;he
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all,
ask
for
can
be spoken for the moral improve- him,
for the road work during the cah Woodmen of the World have
inent of Fourth street, not a stone's present fiscal year. If the courts outlined a series of weekly entertainthrow from the city hall, where a will give him the 17 cent levy each ments to be given the money decouple is living in open violation year for . five years, he can gravel rived goisg to the fund out of which
will be liquidated the huge. expense
of the laws of Gid and man; the every foot of road, and then after- incurred by caring
for the many
wards need only -about a 4 cent road
identity of whom, we are told is levy
to keep the thoroughfares main- coming. The local lodges have
known to the police department.
tained properly and in good repair. concluded that commencing with
Some of the officials are contem- next week, they will give a dance sTfarold
Jess, the 9-year-old colored of the creek
plating
and the testimony
eutthig &fern the rates of every Monday night until April 17th,
As the rectifiers tax enacted at
boy who had droweed the ifternoon
at
the
Brunswick
hall
on
,Broadway
county taxes this year, and if they
showed
the
Jess
boy and another
before in the ravine at the end of
.the extra session of the legislature
do, the road fund will be curtailed near Fifth street, while after that a
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were
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South
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on some logs
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People
will net the state $tso,000, a year, just like the balance of the depart- dance will be gives each week on
dragging
for
it,
moored
brought
in
the
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the
to
water by the new
'and the extra session only cost ment. The court fires the rate of Tuesday night at the skating rink in
the surface about 2oo feet from the box factory,
when the unfortunate
about -Iso,000, the tax payers will taxation during their regular April Wallace park. These affairs will be foot
bridge spanning the creek. Lad fell off and sink
kept up until next fall, and the
from sight. The
have no cause to complain at tbe session next week.
Coroner
Frank Eaker abosut
to jury returned the verdict of acciden'brethren 'expect tiV's
much
expense incurred. The representamoney from the aifalref Mey hay.: o'clock held the inquest on banks tal death by drowning.
tives sent by the people to Frankalready given a large number of entertainments this winter, and their
fort are responsible for the extre
fund is rapidly growing. The head
session, because the rectifiers tax
camp meeting will be attended by
should have been passed at the
hundreds of members from al! Kenregular session.
tucky and Tennessee cities.

SESSION OF
THE MEDICAL
SOCIETY

es%

1:fly v

529 Broadway.

BALDWIN FINO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the ArAstic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
.
PADUCAH, KY.
-

BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRESI
Aorr ONES PUT IN FIRSTCLASS ORDER.
WE DO THE.
FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF 4,
CLOCKS AM) WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS-4
MODERATE.
WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY.

J. L. WANNER
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-A

How About Your
Office Supplies?
We have a mighty fine stock of TYPEWRITER
PAPERS, CARBONS, MANUSCRIPT COVERS. INKS. MUCILAG
E. PENS
AND PENCILS; RUBBER BANDS, ERASERS.
etc. As usual
our price is Mighty law, much lower than the, customary
retail
prices. Try us and see.
•
*,4.1111111“ar

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Sold at

Gray's Buffet,
Palmer Home Bar,
L. A. tagornareino.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calendars
Framed right up to date in five min-utes time at the

MUSIC STORE
Harbour's IBookiDepartment.' -PADUCAH
k428 Broadway.
••••

-
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I .0

held her in highest of estimation and
endearment.
Besides her father she is survived
hral brothers and two sisters,
1Vtisses Sophia and Katie Becker and
Messrs -John and George Broker, latter the wtll known retail grocer of
the. South Side.
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock the
BLACKSMiTH JAMES BENSON MRS. GENTRY LEFT TO REPfuneral will be conduct-ed at the Gerchurch on South
man Lutheran
RESENT TRIMBLE STREET
DANGEROUSLY ILI., AT
Fourth street, Rv. llten offic;ating.
CHUACH.
MEMPHIS.
Interment follows at Oak Grove cemetery.

PARALYSIS H HOME MISSION
CONFERENCE
STROKE

AIM

Colonel Victor Van de Male Able to Professor Gilbert Gave Organ Rebe Out Yesterday—Other

cital at Temple Isreal—Second

Sick People.

Baptist Revival.

•

Railroad Painters.
I.9 C. p in ters ba veofwithdrawn
Railway
Brotherhood
Carnstn and organized tinder the
Federafon 6f Labor by themselves.
They affiliated' heretofore with the
carmen.

lea

RESUME RUN

The protracted meeting at the
Second Baptist church bids fair to
be very successful, large crowds attending. Rev'ui, Cunningham and
BLANEY GOES
CONDUCTOR
Farrar will hA services daily at 2
and 7:15 p. m.
BACK TO HIS DUTIES
TODAY.

Surgeon Murrell Performed Two Operations at Hospital

Yester-

day—Railroad News.
I

Conductor Charles H. Blaney, of
the St. Louis division of the Illinois
Central railroad, will resume his deities, after a three weeks' sojourn at
Hot Springs, Ark., where he went on
account of being attacked with rheumatism very severely. He has about
fully regained his health and is weU
enough to again take to his duties.
Wbile he has been off,his run has
been in charge of Condictor A. Rupp,
whose regular division is between
Centralia and DuQuoin,Ill., and who
will today leave for Centralia to
again assume supervision of his regular train. Ile is well known on this
division and by his courteous and gen,made many additional
ial mannerfriends during his temporary run into
this city. The many friends of Mr.
Blaney are glad to again see hint in
good health.
CROWD WENT BACK.
111

Memphis Negroes Go Back to Find
That City the Same As Ever.
This morning shortly after t2
o'clock there left for Memphis,
Tenn., over the Illinois Central sailroad, the special excursion that
brought here the night before the
several hundred negroes who got
slcared and left that city on account
of the prophecy of the colored
woman that Memphis was going to
sink in the bowels of the earth. The
delegation now goes back and will
doubtless get the "horse laugh" to
which they are richly entitled
Carmen's Library.
-Thr--BrrsthertitWod-t "Ra1t*r5i t
-su
men of this city is preparing to install a fine library in its hall on the
third floor over the R. -W. Walker
8rug store at Ficth and Broadway.
The library Is for the benefit of the
members only.
4
Railroad Commissioner,
Hon. Mac D. Ferguson is in the
city on businiss. He is this district's
member cif th..• state railroad commission.

it for you.

Just as well, you know,
If the stuff as slush would fall
And turn into snow.
—Chicago Sun.

Henry's
1
**cloche
Powders

REAL kFTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ElliTier4. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARAILL RAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFEETIWN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE
AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY.

\Val I* keenly, , appreciated
after a Iritli•-bls People who suf!fer from isea4laches—severe or
meld, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to

DG°Q W.WM

ILL Paducah.

afp.

INSURE WITIC--•■=t;zi

GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
&Laing the pain In a vary few

L. L. BEBO,'
—

Iffnutes.

it!! ylee‘

serw
tc;

General Insurance Agency
J. N. Oehlschlaeoer

061a:106 Ilioladway

DRUGGIST

GUY NANCE,
Manager.

SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.

/

=MM.

Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.

Phosses:Office 385-4tesidence 1696

FRITZ KETTLER,
A ssistant.

M. NANOL •
Embalmer.

GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH T HIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE Goo.
NEW PHONE 334.
PADUCAH, KY.

Office over Globe Bank and IN-ost
306 Broachrat.
OLIVER, OLIVER & hirGREGOR,

FASHION NOTE.

LAWYERS.

Couldn't Account for It.
Bacon—Your wife doesn't seem tc OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
have the same color to-night she
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
usually has.
Removed Aneurism.
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
Egbert—i don't know why not; she
Yesterday at the railroad hospital gets ft as the same place, antpays
Cho Phone 303.
the Now Phone 114.
Chief Surgeon Murrell removed an same price she always has!—Yonkers
aneurism from the right wrist of P. Statesman.
L. Murdock, colored porter of the
Murdock
passenger trais service.
Farewell Tours.
was trying to raise a window in a
"How are you doing on this ayear's
coach some weeks ago up the _farewell tour?"
"Not so nicely." replied the prominent
Louisville division, when the glass
brdke and he cut h:s wrist, whereon actress,"as I did on last year's farewell
afterwards formed the aneurism, tour."
"Well, I hope you do beltier on next
which is dilation of the blood vessel
year's farewell tour."—Chicago Sun.
that would have to burst if not removed.' The operation reduced the
The Strenuous Kiss.
swelling portion that will grow back
Patience—Aren't you afraid of miI
alright now.
crobes when kissing Will?
Patrice—Oh, gracious, no! Why, no
•
Plastic Operation.
microbe could live through one of his Not a drink, but a seasonable prepThe chief surgeon and De. Chil- kisses!— Yonkers Statesman.
aration especially adapted for coughs
dress, the specialist, performed a
colds accompanied by fever as :r
and
Stars g s
plastic operation ow..Calvin Grayson,
etc.
Gripp,
La
There once was a bulldog warned Caesar
o colored railroader who got hurt Saw a cat and he thought he would tansar.
Very Palatable.
down on the Memphis division
But the cat was too fly
eye;
and 51. Bottles.
an
out
scratched
50e
she
And
shortly after Christmas.
He was
Now Caesar just saesar and flumes.
struck by a train and found uncon- —Philadelphia Press.
scious beside the track His left eye
was injured so it had to be taken
out, while the lid above it had been
DRUG STORES.
knocked back into the bone protecting the eye. There the skin
& Jackson Sta. phase en
grew, and.had to be cut in order *o
& Clay Sta.. phone 31.
lay it back over where the eyeball
formerly rested in the socket.
List of new subscribers added by
tre East Tennessee Telephone 'company today:
2023A--Cartright & Carr, Groeery,
Clay between 16th and 17th.
1584—Graham, J. W., Res., 4'14
Tenn.
MISS LOUISE BECKER PASSEli
law—Holt, E. E, Res., tooa N.
AWAY YESTERDAY
12th.
397—Robinson,s Eugene, Res., 120
AT NOON.
7.1
S.'4d1.
sisters,
772r:-4rnith
t .s
Broadie*
The Funeral Occurs This Afternoon,
Like •other commodities, telephoot
With Interment Following at
service should be paid according to
its value.
Oak Grove.
We have in die city about 2,800
subscribers or five times as many as
the_ Ind-pendent Co. outside the city
there
and within the county we have 63
away Miss Louise Becker, after a
times as many subscribers as the Inlong illness with diabetes at their
Co. Yet we will place a
dependent
home in 617 South Ninth street,
your residence. at the
in
telephone
where she had been confined for many
the Independent Co. is
rate
same
weeks
"I
and provide in
• foe deceased was twenty-seven supposed to charge
facilities
distance
long
addition,
in
born
'City
this
and
was
years of age
reaoh
fifty
to
you
enable
will
whic'h
where she had made her hoarse all her
Call
home.
your
loin'
people
million
Mr.
of
daiighter
the
was
life. She
George Becker of South Ninth and a 300 for further information.
most lovable and christian young lady EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
of st beautiful character whose friends

Nextto WashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they produce. Unless, of course, you own a
• d 4:1112

Hot Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
Estimates free.
rooms

Rock, Rye Ed D.Hannan
and Honey
Compound Green River Stone
BACON'S

NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
-

YOUNG LADY DIED

Harness
I $5.00 to $100.00
Per Set.,
We have any style you
want, or will make

EDGAR W. WHIT' EMORE,

T
from

Mr. Jesse Benson, the blacksmith,
M. Gestry of the Woman's
Mrs.
has returned from Memphis, Tenn.,
Most of the churches in Naples
society of the TrimMission
Home
where he was called by the dangerhave three or four cats attached to
yesterchurch,
Methodist
street
ble
Mr.
fagter,
his
of
ous condition
them. The cats-are kept for die purJames Benson, who is suffeting from day, morning went to Memphis, polls of catching the mioe, which inMission
Home
the
attend
to
'Affecting
Tenn.,
.oggiu
paralytic
serious
a
Methodist fest all the ancient Neapolitan buildthe
of
rice and conference
the entire right side oi
ings. The animals may often be
and the doc1B1$14.e bout give churches in the Memphis conference, seen walking about anteater
.
njoes
which includes Paducah. Mrs. B. T. the corwregation or stretched splooll
up tope of recovery.
before
back ikown the last of thij ttitirlo to Davis was the Paducah delegate the itars.
again be ati'his 'bedside.
irorstothe Trimble street church, but
being unable to attend, Mrs. Gentry
1111111 Itsa Zips.
t
Able to be
went in her place. Mrs. Davie is
Calomel Victor Van-.t54ile was quite ill at her home on West Mon- • Is mitered the drawing red&
seated himself as the green iota Mtse
yesterday able to Isa_esgelleion the roe street.
be bad peel delay three Webb
illness,
Atrtet,sgain aftsx Aisle
The meeting at Memphis will be •ledeltlha lasteight years.
his
by
gief
cordially'
was
and
Madison Heights'
"Speakiag of eateaca," he limbo&"I
to see conducted at *
marl Neuf*, Arne:040w
char& and continue foe se,Agate protestor says the world 11111
Methodist
him about once more.
ipat 100.000,000 years longer."
four days, durt!ig which;tiaae
"I am so glad!" slig exclaimed.
congregational
the
all
from
gates
OettittilUr t
"Why ler
conference, will be
the
of
societies
known
weg
Mk. Pete Snaitito,,tik
"TipstrUl yet have time to propose."—
leather worker, continues g.ling bet- present.
Tit-Elts.
'paralysis.
higAroirte.of
ter daily wall
Recital at Church.
e of a
An Insinuation.
He can walk WITh MIst
recoOring.
gradually
Bybyl—Did
you notice that handstick and is
Harry
Last evening Professor
man
some
the concert whe stared
at
Gilbert gave an organ recital at at me nearly all too evningf
Ailing People.
Temple Isreal church, and many
ethyl—Yes.
Little :Whit Steam..the popular 9were there to. enjoy it. It was for
Mrs.
and
Mir.
flybyl--I wonder who It could have
of
daughter
year-old
Charles MYROdfus, is quite ill with the music lovers of the city. and out been?
Ethyl—Why that was Prof. Pierce,
billious fever at their home on Third of compliment to Miss Lucile Lamb
who is visiting here. The professor the celebrated mind reader. He is
and, Kentsoky avenue.
Boilermaker John Rhea of the Illi- was assisted by Miss Anne Brad- spending his vacation hers.—Chtcage
nois Central, continues improving at shaw and Messrs. Richard Scott, Daily News.
the railroad hospital of his severe Robert Mniillen, Emmet Bagby
Why Not?
and Robert Scott.
scald.
It would probably suit us all
Second Baptist Revival.

'Presidents Gosnell ha k appointed
the following scorers; Vincennes,
Perry D. Green; Paducah, Eddie
Rollston; Danville, Howard Shrouds;
Jacksonville, George Davis; Cairo, M.
J. Farnbaker; Mattoon-Charleston,
Frank Hermans. Green is appointed
Chief of the scorers and with rollston of Paducah are the only scorers
to be re-appointed.
Spa'n'sbull-fighting season lasts six
or seven months out of each year. In
that time betvhen 2,500 and .3,500
Castilian bulls are killed for the sport

Both Phones

201.

132

South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue,

All Kinds.Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work (Use

THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not become dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 16og TRIMBLE ST., PAnUCAH, KY.

7th

dna

WE A R

Lender Lydon's
$3.00043.50
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order,
Paducah, Ky.
309 Broadway,

•

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

Paducah Saddlery Company
'

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.

Paducah, Ky.

Fturtr4A's
$30.00 to $150.00„
Each
.110=1•••••••••••••••111

We have any style youl
want, or will make
it for you
•1%-alitte-710

von

PROTEC1 BREEDING BIRDS.

RUNG BY BItEEZES.

THE BARKING OF A MOUSE. AWAKENED BY THE KAISER

RUSH TOWARDS CITY

J. G. MILLAB
j. IL Hifi% uttICK.
vk,' M. MARBLE.

Reservations Established by PreeiQuestion Propounded by Naturalist Emperor William's Descent Irpen a
dent's Order in Three
•1t
POPULATION OF BE-RAE NEW
Who Heard Something
Subject Whose Hearing
Locations.
METAL
AND
'
GLASS
OF
SELLS
Singular.
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
Was Poor.
MAKE SWEET MUSIC.
Executive rders creatiag three rem
A mouse began to make a disturbDuring the last maneuvers of the
reservations iur the protection of the
LAWYERS
Union Shows
breeding grcands of native birds were ance in the paper back of my desk the German army the kaiser rose ons Ito Other State in the
Rooms z, a and 3 Register BuildRange in Price from Twenty-Five signed by President Roosevelt October Giber night, just as my wife and I set- morning at daybreak in order to get
Such a Large Falling Off in
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Cents to Two Hundred DolThis Respect—Some of
10. The names and locations of these tled down after supper to read, says a general impression of the disposition
a writer in Forest and Stream. He of his troops. So, followed by his enlars—Where They Are
Practice in all the courts of the
the Causes.
reservations r re as follows:
state. Both °hones 31.
The "Siekle it Islands reservation," was a now arrival from some neigh- tire staff, he made for a distant hill
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands boring barn. They have found a way that ex mmanded an extensive view, reThe wind bell, as its name implies, of the Siskiw.t or Menagerie group of into my study up through the sheath- lates the London Chronicle. Thera New York had fewer inhabitants by
is made to ring by the action of the Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on ing of the sliding door. Mrs. A. is very was a village on the hill, and the clat- the census of 1900 than they had by
wind. In fact the wind bell is not it the south of Is: Royal,in Lake Superior, tender-hearted with all living things tering of the horses' hoofs on the cob- the census of 1890. Them) counties,
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a Mich. This reservation embraces sec- except such small deer as interfere bles brought most of the inhabitants which include one-half of the area of
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
contrivance composed of a nuriiber of tions 23, 24, 26. 26, 27, 33 34 and 36, In with her housekeeping. These she to their windows. The one person the state, showed a falling off in ten
pendants suspended in a circle from township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon persecutes relentlessly. Her mouse- 'eh) slept through the din was a deaf years ranging from a few hundreds oi
TELEPHONE NO. 444
a ring and hung close together so that these islands 1 etween 6,000 and 10,000 trap was forthcoming at once, and, old chemist, whose fiat-roofed resi- inhabitants in some small counties, to
they will come into contact and pro- herring guile treed annually, besides a baited with a little cheese, vow slid dence was perched right on the sup several thousands in some of the
duce sounds when swayed by the number of oth:T species not nearly so under the desk. It is one of these dia- mit. The roof was the very place for larger ones.
Eseex county, in northern New York,
numerous. It is the largest and most bolical contrivances which smash a the emperor. So he called a halt, and
to
Architect and Superintendent
Some wind bells produce sounds that Important hert:ng gull colony within wire loop down on the victim.
one of his staff was sent to claim ad. for instance, declined from 33,000
It was only a few moments till we mission. The officer knocked and 30,700 in the ten years. Wayne counare very pleasing and musical. Some :he limits of th.. United States.
pi Fraternity Duadiug.
The "Huron islands reservation," em- heard its vicious click. Immediately knocked, but in vain. At the third on- ty, in western New lork, famous for
are made with glass pendants, some
Phone
496 Red: New Phone 3e.
Old
with pendants of metal; some are Huron Islands group lying near the afterward I heard distinctly a series slaught, however, steps were heard apples and mint., declined from 49,700
small and very simple in construction, iiuroa Leland* r roup, lying near the of rapid aspirated squeaks which made descending the stairs, and the voice of to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
others are large and masilve and teeth shore o' ike Superior and- em- me hustle the trap out in haste to re- the old chemist demanded: "What silly
' •. 27, 34 and.35, in lieve the sufferer. Knowing how dead- fool is that?" The staff contained Its population was attributed to the conbracing sectic
elaborate.
• sug,e 23 west, Mich- ly the trap ism
'was surprised at hear laughter, for the emperor had heard tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
Wind bells range in price from 25
industrial hard times, the
sac NORTH FIFTH STREET
cents to $200. The criginal home of igan. Some 1 i• is galls, together with : lug any sourill. I was even more sr But without showing any sign of an. period of
of which is to diminish
effect
Loa,
general
had
one
cf
victim
the
number
hirteaLreed
eater
other
little
uttered
the
that
majesty
saw
I
when
his
noyaace
the wind bell is Jan.
Both Phones 353
or semi-rural disteen caught by the descending striker word, "'Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?' population is rural
In its simplest form the wind bell is these islands annually.
tot
demand
Office
to so a. m.. a to 3
the
times,
hours
such
In
cricts.
The "Passage Kee reservation." en. square across the back on the lungs demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
composed of a number of narrow
decreased and the p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
being
employment
of
empermouth
an
i
the
bracing
it
er
but
Island
the
fluttering,
thundered
still
Hohenzollern!"
Its heart was
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
for public relief in farming
Tampa bay, or, the west coast of FIcrl
Seemed to me impossible for it to have or.. The shivering chemist, covered provision
length, suspended lengthwise from a
being small, the larger cider
counties
in
situated
door,
as
known
and
Passare
Key.
the
any
make
open
to
enough
flung
breath
drawn
with confusion,
wire ring about two inches In diamere sought by needy persons, and these
section 6, towrsh:p 34 EV.IA se:go IG Sound whatever.
doubtless expecting the German equtveter. Within the circle formed by tne
are reflected in the ensuing
conditions
terns
east. Thonsards of hanesce.e
Then I remembered that the squeaks alent to Siberia, but the emperor
strips thus suspended is Lung by one
census.
ernualiy
:
tble
upor
Is'
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
have
bred
than
giving
fright
of
even
were more like barks
strode past him without
corner a little square piece of glass
The years betweeb 1900 and 1005
ever since the ptorida coast was flest Cc- screams of pain. Somewhat wonder- him a look When he was leaving
A CERTAIN CHILL CURL
long
the
of
length
half way down the
plored. but during the rata year the egg ingly, therefore, I set the trap again however, be called the man to his having been marked by prosperity and
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
strips, the strips and the square piece
it
state,
hunters made regular trips to the island, to see if there was a companion. horse's head and placed in his hand abundance throughout the
being ornamented with various Japnnpopin
decline
the
that
supposed
was
the
only
plundered
and each times rot
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUWithin five salutes It nailed another the largest coin which bears the imese characters and designs. This wind
counties would
nests of the fresh eggs. but also deexcept perial likeness. 'There!" be said ulation in interior
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TH1
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze ' • .yed all eggs parttelly incubated 'There was no sound this time
lose
cease, that sonic of the former
that of the trap. Both were immature "accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
• will strike it and blow the strips into
would be regained and that, perhaps WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
! unfit for use. This rst:on promdid
is,
know
to
wish
I
females. What
contact with one another and with the
conditions would be reflected FECT HEALTH,
impro%cd
-1 annibilatiun of the er'sny within
caught?
No. 2 bark when No. 1 was
ON OF SPIES.
square suspended among them.
EXECUTI
figures of this year.
census
the
La
a year or two. At the time 'he cp.huntsurFOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
But slightly more expensive than ing was mast active ether partics in- Do mice ever exhibit fright and
which show the entire population of
the
Do
to
Selected
barking?
Men Who Are
STORES.
this simplest form of wind bell are eugnrated a movement to eecure title grise by whistling or
8,000,000,
New York to Le more than
Shooting Are More or Less
others of glass, with pendants of dif- al the island Per reeort pnraoses. This
in increase of 11 per cent, compared
Affected.
ferent lengths, and with a number of .'fort, if it hart been suceeeeeto, wenn' NEW YORK CABBAGE HEADS
with the census of five years ago.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
squares of different sizes, such a wind have esulted in a destruction of the
Instead of this, hokvevcr, the recentState Produce
The ceremony of disposing of a con- ly completed ktate census shows that
bell producing a greater variety of treedirg colony, as complete and al- Seed from the Empire
demned spy in the English army always 21 of the Si counties have fewer inthe Most of Those Grown
tones.
as soon as the egg hunters would
a definite precedent, says the habitants than they bad five year*
follows
Abroad.
Another inexpensive sort of wind have 'tremens:bed that end. so that the
He4ld. The unfortunate
York
New
bell
small
of
very
number
a
?las
bell
ago. Some of those wirich show the
e:-at:on of the reservation is said to be
by a detachment of
surrounded
Yorkis
New
man
mostly
are
heads
Cabbage
shaped metal objects suspended on a extremely opportune.
largest decrease in OA years are Will practice in an courts al Kan.
vegetable variety in infantry, and, after he is provided with Chemung, which includes the city of
the
least
ers—at
cord at different heights, with a corcocky.
The National eeociation of Audubon
and shovel, he is marched off to Elmira. heretofore cue of the urges:
responding nuriber of little glass balls societies has placed wardens in charge seed form. From the summer land of a pick
his
dig
to
ordered
and
spot
selected
seeds.
a
flower
the
manufacturing towns In the southern
hanging from cords. to come lett) con- of each of these reservations, and the California come
grave. This dose, the tools are
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fee
tact with the metal objects when the slemehter of the birds and plundering of There are more than 600 seed farms own
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
banare
eyes
In the United States devoted to the taken from him and his
tile of the farming counties in the
bell is swayed by the wind.
thcir nests has been stopped.
reads
chaplain
attending
The
daged.
and
crop
production of vegetable, field
same region. The falling off in alas
Still another not costly form of wind
(Homeopathist)
the burial servflower seeds, some as large as 1,00r, portions selected from
mung In five years was 2,441, and in
bell halt for pendants a Lumber of
12
escort
S
the
OF
THE
ot
MAILS.
TRAGEDIE
ranks
the
from
and
ice
seed
in
methods
,
acres. To ecientiac
gteuben 1,007.
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
Mae. 3o6 Broadway—Phone s4e.
im- men are selected at random by the ofSome of the egrantbs of the state
of metal, metallic- leaves of various Many 'Family Ske:etons in the Apart- growing is credited much of the
having
Residence, erg Broadway.
men,
provement accomplished in many eco- ficer in charge. These
which do not show a decline in five
forms and sizes, suspended around
ment Houses of New
where
to
led
are
rifles,
own
their
stacked
Phone zip}
most
the
nomic and ornamental plants,
years show at least very little gain.
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
York City.
other rifles are awaiting them,six of
12
from
made
being
in
selections
which
Is
careful
these
of
he
Dutchesa,
One
these leaves together, producing—t
blank cartridges.
year to the mother plants for which are loaded with
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
leaves being of different sizes and
No postmen the country over see so year to
man,
so
each
to
handed
is
these
of
One
Cecil. Rea&
quantities of
which is one of the best known of the I. C. Ploarnoy
thicknesses—a variety of musical mach pathos in their rounds as the men the next year. Immense
whether the lifle be
counties of the
and garden seeds are sent to that no one knows
farming
farm
and
dairy
tones.
said
the
man
of the New York force,"
and none
extremely few, such as holds contains a bullet or not
state. Five years ago the population
A metallic wind bell that sells for In the gray uniform,as he lighted a com- Europe, and
can say for certain that the shot fired by
thereimported
are
seeds,
grass
was 111,670; this year it 1.11
fancy
$35 and occupies vertically a space of forting clear after being relieved from
parfiring
grass seeds hun- him killed the prisoner. The
and
clover
Of
of 19 persons.
from.
gala
around
suspended
has,
about three feet
duty, relates the New York World.
then marches to an appointed posiDelaware county, the chief dletinedred* of tons are annually exported, ty
from a ring abant a foot in diameter,
"Present!"
"It seems to me sometimes that every
commands
The
it
clover being in especial de- tion.
of which is that it includes more Rooms io, is and ta, Columbia Bids
• number of pendants, each composed boarding-house room, every cranny in Yankee
before Uon
European coun- 'Tire!" are given and almost
abet
most
any
In
than
territory
abroad.
prohibition
mand
strung
PADUC.AX. KY.
of eeverel curious metal objects
a furnished-room house, and' even the
out the volley is
control stations, where the last word rings
county in New Yerk. has L.-m.460d
. one below the other. Below this circle best of apartment-houses conceals tries are seed
into the crave
falls
spy
the
and
fired
interestino
Ave
simple,
during
tested by
from 46,415 to 441,71111 only
of pendants and hanging from the some sort of a family skeleton or a small seeds are
has dug. Nearly every man is MOTO
enormous Mate "Tooth.
much of it done by young he
years
center of the support of the bell is a tragedy. I suppose New York is a good methods,
to
selected
being
on
affected
less
crAmong other counties which have
There are 40 stations in Gergirls.
metal,
of
lantern
shaped
cylindrical
place to hide yourself in, and then so
form one of the firing party and many
lost in population in the last five years
which have created such a senthe lantern being about a foot in many young men and women coming many,
men have been known to faint away on
ars Otsego, famed tor hops; 'Oswego.
for pure seeds instead of adultiment
so
are
others
while
height
here in search of fine positions or ca-'
out,
Office ivies DTS. Mears & Riseee• tee
being singled
noted. Son starch and starch works;
terated that the Last dealers gladly
to pull
able
scarcely
be
to
as
overcome
A larger wind bell of metal, one that reers meet with discouragement. With
Clinton, which includes the city of
submit samples of their merchandise
the triggers of their rifles.
sells for $75, has no lantern, but a those people, a letter may mean hope or
Nort hFUth, Both Phone 336
Piattsburg; Schoharia; Cayuga, which
of quality and guarantees.
proof
for
and
larger
life itielf.
bigger hoop and longer and
Yanin
includes the city of Ithaca; Greene, Residence too Clay. Old Phone Age
department of agriculture
"In flats and apartment houses where The
more numerous pendants, each comTHE ARMY ENGINEER.
which includes the city of Catskill;
keeland purposes to establish • aim.
atobjects
the
boy
a
or
the
hall
janitor
distributes
posed of several , metal
Hamilton in the Adirondack., Fulton
if congress can be per.
system
r
Valor,
mail, or in a boarding-house where It
Does Not Perform Deeds of
tached one below the other.
and Madison counties In the Interior,
to enact the requisite legislaimaded
But His Services ire
A strange, if not grotesque, wind passes through the hands of servants, tion.
and Wayne, which increases its agriInvaluable.
of metal, one that sells for $200, you can eee women in all styles of negcultural products every year, but con-- --tuts for a top piece a solid metal con- ligee costumes, hanging over the balUnties to lose steadily in population.
LEARNED
GEOGRAPHY IS
Some idea of the "general utility'
struction two feet or more in diameter ustrades, their eyes just begging for a AS
No other state of the country has so Bt. Lewis and Terneseee Rivet Pservices of the army engineer may be .arge a proportion of counties which
and shaped like a great shallow bowl, letter.
Illustrated in the Lesson iligisweas of
at company—the cheapest and he*
gained from the following remarks a.* falling behind in population as
"One woman in particular I rememand here hanging inverted and with
Expert in the
Young
out of Paiacah.
•
excursion
of
Nicholas
Ivanovitch,
made by Capt.
New yore, that is, none of the larger
the pendants hanging three feet or ber. She lived in a flat four flights up,
Study.
Richby
as
reported
army,
Russian
would
I
morning
after
the
and
morning
outer
its
from
around
more in length
The explanation of these
states.
ard Henry Little, war eorrespondent in changes is found probably in the enoredge. The pendants of tots great wind find her shivering In the vestibule and
was the prize geographer
Rob
Little
'Loath'
bell, each composed of a number of waiting for we. She watched me hun- of his class; that is, he could locate the far east in his article
mous increase in naanufacturing Interis the
oddly shaped objects suspended one grily as I distributed the mall to the cities and boi.nd countries with great Round' with the Engineers"
Magazine.
has
In five years Schenectady
below the other along It. vary In various boxes. Nothing ever came for glibness, says Success Magazine. He Technical World
the things which
done
have
not
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story,
her
me
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never
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and
her,
number
a
of
end
to
46,000
71,000
popula
from
length, and at the
jumped
maps,
realistic
most
the
draw
could
to one the St. George cross or even Hon, Rockland from 38,000 to 45.000,
of the pendants hang odd small bells Out somehow you could read it In her printing in the rivers, mountain ranges bring
and puts our names In
Stanislaus
the
day.
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FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.
The Frunous American Philoaopher
Was the Rage of the French
Court

I

WINTER FLOWER HUNTING.

IRVING'S BAD MEMORY.

One of the Most Delightful Pleas- How
urea of the Changing
Seasons.

He Once Introduced Metes
Twain at a Banquet in
London.

ARISTOCRACY OF ITALY.

MONTANA MAN'S DOG Wolf

One Noble Lord Who Was a Street Species of Canine That Iu Tame, Yet
Scavenger, Another a
Partakes of the Wild
Waiter.
in Looks.

FINE TRAINS
TO

Among the many people entertained
It we:411d be well for one who has
There Is an old Venetian adage
Franklin became the fashion of the
I was smoking my pipe in the cabin
by Sir Henry Irving during his lea
never
studied
vegetation
in
winter
tc
which says: "Conte cite non conta of an old timer who live; on ,Muddy
season. For the court itself dabbled
seesbip of the Lyceum was Mark
1101a COUtlt niente" (A. count
who creek in southeastern Montana when
a little in liberal ideas, wrote John begin his cold-weather rambles in No Twain. Irving gave him a banquet
in doesn't count (money) doesn't
vember.
At
that
• via'
season,
count I happened to look out of the window
writes Frani the
Hay, in "Franklin in France" in Cengreenroom after a performance one for
anything). And this cynical propo- i and saw an animal pass by' that for
French,
in
"A
Winter
Bouquet,"
is
tury. So powerful was the vast
night, with a distinguished, company sition
represents fairly well the seaU- a moment I tok to be a red wolf, repulse of free thought that then lathe Century, in sheltered places an occa present, says the Bscoklyn Citizen. meat of
the modern Italian.
I bites a writer in Forest and Stream.
sional leaf will cling to the stem, fur When Sir Irving arc,-- to propose the
enced the mind of France—that sus,
In that ociuntry the general feeling
I said to the old man: "What have
nishing the key to identification,
guest's
health,
ter
,
termorist's
rime
ets toward the titled aristocracy is, I will
ceptible French mind that always ase
you got out there?" and he replied:
and
he does not readily recognize his cone caped him completely and the result
not say one of contempt, but at best "Yes; I am glad you spoke about
ewers like Vie wind harp to the breath
that;
panions of the summer. He will find was something like this, but the read- of utter
indifference. The lesser sort I wanted you to See them pupa."
of every true human aspiration—that
er must imagine the high and nasal of titles
are regarded as almore value- Then, while we walked out of doors, 011etn &
even the highest classes had caught the witch hazel, latest flower of the tones
of the actor:
year, flaunting its belated blossoms in
less, even by their possessors.
And he told me that he had a litter of six
the Infection of liberalism.
They
"Gentlemen—I rise to perform a now a new and
freakish abandon among its sear and
rising aristocracy, sup- pups, half gray wolf and half ordinal,'
handled the momentous words Liberty
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louisvery agreeable duty—a most important plied from the
yellow leaves, while its mimic mailranks of industry and domestic dog, and that he had two of
viNe at 8 a. m. daily connects at
and Human Rights in their dainty
and pleasurable honor (mental aside: commerce, are
displacing the families
lery bombards the surrounding thicket 'What
way, as if they were only a new game
is that name?') We have with of ancient and resoundint name, the these puppies still about the house, the Danvilile, Ky., with solid train of
other four having been given away.
with polished seeds, the fruitage oi us to-night as our
Pullman sleepers
vestibuled
and
guest the most dis- members of which fall into obscurity
for their amusement, not knowini
The wolflike animal, with four or coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
a year ago.
tinguished
of
our
compatriots
from and at times into fulfilling the most
what was to them the terrible import
five other dogs, was standing near a arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o a.
He will find the etnne walls decked across the water (I'd give to-night's Medal
of those words. It became very much
offices.
wagon close to the house, and when in. and St. Augustine to a. in. next
with clustered whorls of the long, receipts if I could think who the devil
I have known a case of a noble lord called galloped
the accepted thing at court to rave
cheerfully to us, wag- day, without change.
Dining car
he
is)—a
man whom you all know and who followed the interesteag occupafuzzy seed tails of wild clematic. Asging its tail and twisting its body, and
about Franklin. The young and loveserves all meals en route.
ters will hold up their puffballs oi love. (Ha! ha!)—a man whose genial tion of a street scavenger. In a cafe thrust his nose
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, was most
into the hand of each
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louie
downy seeds by the roadside, inviting humor, whose delicate satire has In a certain Italian town I was habit- of us, seeming to enjoy the pats and
winning and gracious toward him.
amused
and
entertained
ville
7:45 p. in,, carries observation
two
hemisually
served
by
a
wafter
with
the
title caresses that it received. In color it,
the wind to waft them to fresh fields
The
languid
courtiers
crammed
pheres ('Drat my memory!')—a man of count and a name famous in Venesleeper daily except Sunday, 1,01113
and pastures new. The goldenrod will
was
reddish, somewhat the eclat' of
natural science to talk with him. The.
whose name is a household word tian history. And I am personally acAugustine. wirlsont
the summer coat of a deer, yet hard- ville to St.
be shorn of her hoyden of yellow 'wherever the
Euglish language is spok- quainted with a lord of cadent line.small wits who knew a little Creek'
cbange via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
ly
so
bright;
there
was more of a
called him Solon and Aristides and tresses, and will stand chastened and en ('except to me!')—a man In a word age whose title descended from a fabrown in it. On the tail the hair lay arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
penitent in tassels and fringes of gray, who is the laughing link which binds ther engaged in the tyrecatioti of
Phocion.
rail- parallel to the skin and del not stand m. and St. Augueene at to p. m.
exhibiting throughout the winter
England and America closer than any way porter.
It is sad to think of the utter unout as it does on the brush of a fox next day. From Danville this is
In general the aristocracy of Italy
quality of beauty which she did not international treaty can do. I popose
conscioutness of these amiable aristoor
the tall of a wolf or coyote. On solid train of drawing room sleepers,
the health—of--of this man—I propose ace miserably poor.
possese tefore.
They make' a the other hand, the shape
crats. They never dreamed that this
of the crea- compos:te car, Obsereation car, etc,
propeae beave show, but behind thee splendor
Even after the blizzards of February the health--ef—thi3
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that
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of
a
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olf,
which it Dining car serves a!1 meals CD route.
man Franklin was a portent and a
have howled over the marshes he will the health of —cf--(in a sudden burst of personal trappings and adornments also equaled In size.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pellprophet to them.' He was incarnate
of menernonie• discovery)—of Samuel there is often the shadow of bare
man sleeper leaves Louisyilla at 7:43
flue them fringed with sedges and
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thieves,
are
great
and
Mark
democracy, and they petted him.
dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
Twain!"
p. m. da;'e, triniTtng. through to
studied with cattails, still proudly
Which Is on a par vett Sir Henryer In Italy, is possiele and easy, for in things have to be kept out ef their
They never imagined that in showerine
way or they will steal them. They Knoxville, wherc) connection is made
erect. The low-lyieg teiceets will be memorable reference
that
country
Me is pissed in the sun
to a (seem/
their good-natured homage upon this
cannot bark. Sometimes they appear at 9:35 a, in, with through sleeper
wreathed with the vino and decked American coseetlian as "our liffis and air, and the obligations of
austere republican they were sowing
to Jacksonville, -yin Asheville, Cowith the bronze-yellow e:ed pods
pitelity are mucb less stringent than; to try to do so, and break out into a
friend,
Nebo
Geodoin."
the wind which would ripen in an sive
regular wolf howl.
lumbia
and, Saliannak, arr:ving a'
In England.
the yam. The dark blue fruit of th!
ful harvest of whirlwind..
Later,
Jacksonville at g a. m.
The gilded yOnth of Venice, who, in
carrion dower will ininije with the WAS LOA7.D .170:1
WITCHES the ino.naferiato haeiliments
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
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Brummel,
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with
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of
lords of
of
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Data
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to the warm March Jay when the
velopment, the queen lamented bitter
princlealitiee, swagger across the Piaz- As Concisely Described by Mike
Used Saver Eullets to
skunk cabbage thaws tit pathway up
Himself for the Benefit
zas San Marro, and set the hearts of fair
ly the folly of these ovations to the
Good returning until May etsO are
Shoot Them.
through the frozen ground, nature will
of Jury.
visitors fluttering with their magniflgreat democrat. There was one saganew on sale s ow rates.
yield abundant satirfactien to his crav. clone head that was wisely shaken
In witchcraft lcre silver seems te seece and majesty, contrive to do all
One of Eddie Foy's stories relates to
ing for the wonderful and beautiful. have
been credited with great over this en something like three francs a
over these indiscretions while they
his eaperiences as a juror. It flieslay.
The pillared aisles of the winter for- to disperse evil spirits,
Say/ 111I) ?he
lasted. Josepa II., emperor of AusTbe daily turnout in the Corso cr on trades the value of concise expression.
est will be to him as v.erthy a temple seelpete Record. In an old book on
tria, brother to the queen, who was
Going via Asheville and "Land ces
"When I was on the jury," says Foy,
as the green wood
Its everchengine the subject one reels et a "vallie.nt the Pin-In at Rome has a splendor litin Part; on his travels, and who was
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
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heard
I
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to
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of
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vistas will beckon him on to fresh die- Sould'er who had skill in Sesromancy."
as much of a democrat himself as an
Elysees or Hyde Park, yet not a few ef a laborer against tire employer in and returning via Atlanta end Chatcoceries, and Will stir his being with and who always lead "silver bullets
of these languid ladies and gay cav- whose foundry he had been injured. tanooga or vice versa.
emperor can be, when his sister rethat vague sentiment of expectation to shoot away the witches." The evi• aliers are.
buked his coolness on the American
better acquainted with the The foreman of the foundry testintd,
deuces of such superstition are brought
For .The "Land of the Sky," "Win.
question, replied: "Madam, the trade sod hope which alone renders life directly to the molern eye through the painful yearnings of an unsatisfied and then the attorney for the plaintiff ter Homes,"
er handsomely itworth living.
stomach than any British mechanic called Michael Sties.
I live by Is that of a royalist."
discovery made be'- a Pennsylvania
regularly earning his £2 a week.
"'Mike,' Inquired the lawyer, 'do instrated boot •ra, folders, rates,'etc.,
On the other hand. he who sits
Court incense could aot turn the
farmer.
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Unwaveringly Constant and Atten"'What does he do at the foundry?' A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
La dismal and nature dead, will mise appearance the weapon anterestes the
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. &
guest of royalty, his theaghts reverted
tive to the Comfort of Her
"'He's the foreman.'
revolution. It was in a eeplorable
to those faraway days of his boyhood the keenest, most chaste and renned
"'What are his duties as foreman?' Route, Cincinnati 0.
Husband.
pleasure which the changing seasoes state of rust, and In cleaning It the
"'Well, I don't know, sore
when his father used to quote to him
new owner discovered that It was
The Chinese wife is nearly always
"'Surely you know what the forein the old candle shop at Boston, the hold.
loaded.
constant, chaste and affectionate. Chi- man's duties are,' said the barrister.
words
of the wise man, "Seest thou a
•
He eJeettit'y withdrew the charge, nese stories like to
awell on the love 'You work uncle* him, don't your
VARIETIES OF TRUrFLES. and te
eman diligent in his bthiness? He shall
erpriee .:ound instead of of women that has no
"'Yes. He's me boss.'
limit. This, says
stand before kings." The old sage
bullets ,eo silver shieeige dated 17S1 the ene.-4--.
Is wey widowhood is
"'Well, then. He draws pay for beheard the echo of that paternal voice The Violet Is Host Highly Pateemed tightly v.aiiied with leaves of a Bible revered and suicide, on
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the part of ing your boss, and he must do some- Room No. 5,
of
and the Summer Hest
;mint. Beneath the coins the bereaved woman, Is
resounding over half a century. and a
not condemned thing to earn that pay. Now, what Columbia Bldg.
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was a se 01 lock of hair and a piece in the old classics.
Common.
new and strange light as of prophecy
It is because of does he do?'
of
paper containing an illegible quo- this general
illumined
the
immortal
acknowledgment of the
"Mike scratched his head for a moOf varieties we may mention, fire tion. The gunpowder was coarse awl unwavering
constancy of wives that ment, looked at the ceiling, and thea,
words. Surely no man ever lived more
undonbtedly
of
co:enial manufacture the fickle woman la field
the violet trouffle which abounds in
up to scath- a smile coming to his lips, he andiligent In his leisinese Surely no
Perigord and Provence, says American The whole loolei very much like a ing satire In their plays and proverb& swered: 'What does he do? Well, nor,
man ever stood, with more of the incharmed
charge,
,etsulated
to demol- It. Is from a Chinese story that Vol- we do whet he tells us--that's what
It is covered
Hewes and Gardens.
nate dignity of upright manhood, beRooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
ish some weird lady of the broom- taire drew his
polygonal
with
marked
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inspiration for the tale he do.'
fore kings.
sag 1-2 Broadway, Faducah, Ky.
stick.
of the woman who promised her bus.
"And with this definition of the duwith rusty spots. its weight esually
New Phone dipo.
hand on his death-bed that she would ties of a foreman we were compelled
ranges from 60 to 100 grams Ittr, to
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS. 844 ounces), though specimens welee HUNTERS CARRYING DEER. not marry till his grave was dry, and to be content,"
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was found next day fanning the mound
ing 600 grams (more than a ?sound) Arratgement by Which the
Task Is to nasten the drying process.
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, Corporation and
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part of the Chinese women may, no Englishman from China Gives His
Easy.
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winter, its fleshets black with a teen:11rib
doubt, arise from the common interOpinion of the Sly Ce-My companion was set at tying the est of the husband and wife in the
or violet sheen. Its aereeeble flavor
lestials.
"There are fewer well dressed men
and delicate peter make It the most legs of the deer together, while I cut growing family. You will often see
in Brcirlway at the present time than
In connection with the best Foundown
a
birch
sapling,
some three inches fathers wheeling baby carriages along
Highly esteemed of all vartetles.
"Chinamee are, as a rule, very honorI have known for several years." said
in
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the
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you may see old- able in business matters, but it must not tain service, Zach Hayes has
The black truce, smeller than the
added
writes John Boyd, in Recreation.
an uptorea tailor, reports the Sun. "AI
er slaters carrying the little fellows he taken for granted that integrity is
erecelinr. an I of varirble else, is
A birch tree was chosen because it is or mothers taking them on a visit to universal with thine" said Mr. H. M. a fine line of
the same time there are more well
found about four inches below tte ear clean and springy,
and being tough their neighbor for a mutual compari- Lakin, of Shanghai, according to an exdressed men in New York now than
face of the ground. Its flesh it gray grained a lesser size can be used than
son of baby ailments and engaging change.
because
ever.
there
are
more
men
here or bitter, marked with light red spots
•
would be necessary with some other va- traits.
Until his school days begin
"I have lived in the orient for many
than ever, hut the good dressers are
at maturity. It la not in very great rieties, the extra weight of which count the little boy does abcut as he pleases, years. and have had extensive dealings
net on street parade.
for much on a long carry.
demand, because of its musky oder.
but as soon as his dityn of study begin with all sorts of eastern people. There
"You find them at the clubs, at the
This completed, the pole was pushed he is put under very strict discipline. is a wising that a Chinaman's word is
slimmer trulte
TI'n St. Jchn's
places of amusement The day of the gathered in Jute cr In October. Tin between the legs, now tied together at
Girl babies are lees welcome arrivals his bond, and this is very true from the and will continue to keep up the repthe knee joints, and the head of the ani- in a family
Broedway dandy has passed, though tubers of tees spscies cro reunlete
than their little brothers, fact 'hat It is a rsre thing for them to
and
If you doubt this take a stroll through have a brownish black- skin ane large mal secured by rope close up to the car- especially if there be several of them make any other than a verbal contract. utation our fountain has for magnifiBroadway on any afternoon when the poiyganial warts, striped trantecisely. rying pole.
already. Among very poor people in So it happens that what a celestial tells cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
It is an advantage to get the animal in times of famine, girls
,vreather man has made good on his The Seat, nearly white at firsts
are sometimrs you he will do will be performed in a
be- as compact a mass as possible, for in gointo slavery by their parents, both great majority of cases. The fact resold
torecast for fair weather.
comes, on riyening. a clay yelic w or ing through dense bush every additional
mains, however, that you've got to pick
"A4 the time when Broadway had light brownish bister. The summer foot of burden you have to push and to rescue the rest of the family and your
man in China just. the same as in
the girls themselves from starvation
the reputation of showing off more truffle is found everywhere in the for guide through the maze of branches the
The lot of the slave girl is a hare any other country. Ah Sin has his counwell dressed men than any other city eats of central and southern France, harder it will be on the carriers; and lit one. She has none of the
rights of a terparts in his native land, and every
in this country there was more leisure growleg under horn beams, birches the body of the deer is well lashed to the free woman. But it cught to be added European over there can tell you of his
in New York. The New Yorker of to- and hazel bushes. Though its rather pole and as close up to it as possible the that the Chinese look on this custom experiences with tricky Chinamen.
"I do not believe that a Chentman la
day is too much engrossed with his coarse, onionlike odor lessens its value, leas strain there will be when you gat with great disfavor. A slave owner
into step in the open or when climbing
business to Idle In front of the hotels It is almost the only variety seen in
Is %nearly always a thoroughly hated any mire honest than hie fellow-man of
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
over obstructions, getting up or down
other nationalities. as Is shown by the
or on the corners.
the markets of England, Germany and hills, or crossing streams on a fallen Individual in the community.
vast tonouet of erneleg which permeTEL.
•
"When he is at business he appears Piedmont.
tree. It Is in such places that the penates the foetal and %Weikel life_of Doe
__Welaetar_aa_a_Belp_ Cia.therar.
--lirlYttenTenileelittlrle — Whejle 118- eaMUIT
uriankerzieelTeilieioliiis a nuisance,
ai die "giosse
It did not take'Webster long to dis- empire. The individual Chinese bussbusiness he disappears from the, street' fouine," or "pitchfork," somewhat re- but which is readily overcome by oohing cover the value of kelp or seaweed
as a cess man is straight in his dealings
and comes out in proper attire else-1 sembles the St. John's truffle, but is that the animal Is bound close to the cur- fertilizer. He carted tons of it upon his largely because
is a matter of necesrying pole.
were later in the day.
exhausted land.
addition, he sity."
In
distinguished from it by the smallness
manured his land heavily; he even
"Another Leeson why you notice 'of its warts, Its moderate size, rouga
Holland Smoking Society.
mcn'tey with Spectacles. e,
spread menhaden on acme portions of
fewer of the well dreseed cow than I black skin Mid dark, tawny gray
A parliament of smokers which was the farm. He was, in fine,
In the Breslau eo, oetcal garden
a scientific
formerly is that the turnout In thel lieshemarked with fine black lines and organized
at Laeken. in Holland, by a farmer who was constantly experiment there is a older monkey which was
street is more mixed.' We have men! usually by a broad cleft near the bast. society which calls Itself
the Vlaamsch- Lug with soil, ferUlizers and the succes- operated upon for cataract and now
from all pares of the country. They I Another wild speck-, elech is still Pljpenrookers, has ended In the
vic- sion of crops. He wrote to his overseer pears glasses. For more than a year
are var.ou.,ly arrayed. Every style ta Sold it The musk truffle, known in tory of one Frank Kos in the principal frequently from Washington,
planning after it was received at the ZOO it
contest. Kos established a record ot the care of the soil and the crops. dis- was very healthy and lively, then it
seen, and in the crash the well dressed 'Provence by tee name of "catilettrs
man is not as conspicuous as he used
The remaining wild species. -elach keeping his pipe alight for three hours cussing the best treatment for different became very quiet, cetvied to Way, and
and seven minutes without asking for portions of the farm in the light of past arouehed In a corner. lt Was esamto be
are included under the general desig
Will bring eleaeure ie your
"At the time when Broadway had nation of "dog's nee," because of their a second match. The second In this crperlence. For extonple, In one letter ined and found to le stiffering from
.starnet, so was immeeistely taken to
competition
was
a
man
"We
named
aced:
have
Mermade
he
some
miathe reputation ef snowing off so many resemblance to the Muzzle of that
home dm erg the loag wisatv
•
tens, who kept hie alight for two hours takes, but must hope to grow wiser. Ise eye hospital and .oeittted
"of lite properly attizel the good dress- useful quadruped, possess no gastreek
eirznino. T‘se are elsying
and 63 minutes, and the third was one Never again sow small grains on tors In less than a month it was fitted wils
ers had it lel their uen way. In that * Atomic importance.
,s pee' of spectaclee, which it wears
Bruyncel, who smoked without a break manure. Put that down as one
new at c**.r Bede.
'
Come I»
day one could get the styles by watchwith becoming gravity.
tor two home% and three-quallers.
—Country Life In America.
heir
Jive:
and
Then
ens the procession."
reel"
,untain Sheep Become Tame.
The Waiter's Mistake.
John Brown Cottonwood.
London's Trading Square.
Mountain sheep in the vicinity Of W.
Want ove
tug selection et
The waiter in the cafe of the downOne day in 1867, John Brown, the tafhe city of London, the mile squad
F. Givens' ranch are becoming very
No Danger.
did
not
heel
mesh
to
town
be
records.
abolitionist,
rude
Terms
The
reds
up
to
the Benasuseeipalily in which the bulk of Learnt .t aka was purely a social error.
"Now, Mr. Newcome," the vestry- tame. Mr. Givens, who is a spechti
doren financial' and wholesale bnelnesa ton place near Effingham, Atchison
warden,
says
that
gaine
o'What will you have next. lady?" the
nearly every
and
man, *ho was decidedly low "church,"
dismounted.
county,
He
carried
in
Is done, is likely soon to suppress aN
hid hind a twitch which he hadeut from waiter silk ed. wite,the courtesy that besaid to thr ost rector, "there's on4 morning ale or eight of these enimals kinds of street trading.
a cottonwood tree. This he tossed aside. comes a waiter.
thing we e .1 nd of our rector; there gather around his house to be fed
"Don't address me ge 'lady!'" delater Mrs. Benton stuck it in the
and
between
are
40
and
There
60 sheep in
"Calm" Policemen.
must be no surplice here—"
ground at the back door of her little mended the guest, with some show of
only
but
flock,
a
few
the
of
have
them
Parisian
The
municipal
committees
"Surplus?" interrupted the Rev. Mr,
irritation.
become tame. This Is the largest flock who visited London recently ware house. It took root and grew. It is now
"Excuse me. ma'am," replied the
I Ne woo me, "there's , no danger of that
tree,
huge
and
Is
,
known
a
in
the
neighthese animals in the state aa far as prineipaily siren* in the Beattlit
.ott the salary -70u PhY,"—PhiladePhhl of
borhood as "the John Brown Cotton- waiter, "but all of us is liable to make
tal by "the calm
the holitemeter
here —1.Ansee* Republieane
raistakba."—San Francisco Chronicle.
wood."
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"Can. Obesity
Overfatness
Be Reduced?"
Is an essay by

the

discovered property be sold and
nioney used to pay McLoed's debts.
DischLrges Received.
Clerk John P. Puryear of the
United States court office here yesterday receiv: from Judge Walter
Evans, discha-ges in bankruptcy for
Ora C. Woods of Eddyville, Clarence S. WillLms of this city and
eminent Frank Wood; of Eddyville.

Authority William F. Cethell an
M. D. of Baltimore. If you are
interested would be

pleased

to

give you n free copy, as we have

NEW TRACKS
(Continue< From First Page.)

a limited supply wout.d suggest pton avenue, in Worten's North
Side addition :iiall be improved with
that you call or send at once.
gravel. When this addition was laid
out by Markie Worten he graveled
the streets with a thin layer of gravel, and then turned them over to
the city to be maintained. The pub
he authorities claim this thin layer
of gravel does not constitute an "im
proved street.' 'herefore at cost of
-ty owner it will
the abutting i
l again. The orighave to be gr..
inal graveling of a publk street is at
the cost of the people owning property adjoining the highway, while
thereafter the city keeps up the
street out of the public treasury.
room. The people of this addition want the
RENT--1-Furnished
FOR
board of works to keep up these
St.
Jefferson
1152
thoroughfares, but these ordinances
WANTED—For U. S. Array; provide the ntw graveling shall be
able-bodied unmarried men between done at property owners cost, and
ages of 21 and 35; Citizens of the then if these latter protest, they can
United States, of good distracter and carry the matter into the courts, and
temperate habits, who can speak, read have legally settled the controversy
and write English. For infoematioii a; to whether the thin skim of
apply to Recruiting offices, New ,.. .vel is all the property owner has
,• do, or whether more has to be
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
„..,
„.
1.pa on, like these measures provide,
rooms at property owners cost, before the
FOR RENT—Furnished
for gentlemen. .0Id 'phone 6I3-w.
city pays for the maintenance.
The solicitor was also requtsted
Wagon last night to bring in a bill for
FOill. •• RENT—Paducah
Works machinery, new and complete. adoption. providing that there be
Apply to ;L. S. DuBois.
improved with I paving brick, the
streets decided on at the councilFOR RENT—Modern 8 rOomed manic and aldermanic joint meeting
house, all improvements, West End. Monday night. This work is to be
Apply .to L. S. DuBois.
paid for out of the $25,000 balance
ol the street bond money on hand.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms at 1 These streets are First from BroadFifth and Jackson. Phone 57-a.
way to Washington from First to
Kentucky
from
Third; Second
WANTED-floa-rder; ,at the old avenue to Washington, and Fifth
reliable "Belt House," /315 South from Jefferson to Clay streets.
Second. street. -Mri.--Attha Kennedy.
ordered
ordinance
Another
brought in by the solicitor .was that
Fdrgkilt •CHEAP—A lo tot putting in entire charge of the
first-class houshold ftirniture, rugs,
the question
osolo dining room table and stove, etc. etc. board of public world,
of telephone comParies planting
913 Trimble, Phon 323.
"deadmen" underneath the public
streets and sidewalks around the
tity, 90 the company poles can be
held in upright alignment with
"guy" wires running from pole top
to "deadman" underneath the earth's
surface. An ordinance is existing
HESSIG TRUSTEE ASKS BANK- saying • "guy" wires shall not come
down lower than ten feet above the
RUPT COURT TO .D0
earth's surface, outside the city's
THIS.
6ce &strict. There has been an
objection to these low wires on account of people running into them
Trustee Shemwell Discovers 81,sco and getting hurt. • Niow under the
new measure the board of works has
Worth of Un-listed Property
the authority to say where a wire
of this nature shall run, and also
of J. C. McLoed.
where a "deadman" shall be planted
down underneath the ground._ To
;
these latter the guy wires always
Yesterday it,.jke bankrupt. court
Trustee' Arthur Martin and Cecil run from top to the poles, so as to
Reed of the Dr, H. T. Ilessig bank- hold the post up straight, and preruptcy prodeddIng, filed a petition vent the weight of the thany wires
with Referee Bagby, requesting that on top from pulling the pole over
there be- sold the furniture and fix- into a crooked position.
teres w at the Blue Ribbon saloon on
Notice W. 0. W.
South Third street, near...Broadway,
All members of Olive camp, No.
to satisfy a $9o0 mortgage held oil
the outfit by the Evansville brewery to, W. 0. W., are requested to be
Busicompany. The referee named April present at tonight's meeting.
7th as the time to hear the petition ness of importance to be transacted.
JOHN G. REHKOPF, C. C.
for sale.

M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
WANTS

*1•1111114,
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SKIN ECZEMA
IN WORST FORM
•

Black Splotches All Over Face—
Produced Severe Itching—Year's
Treatment by Physicians Did.No
Good and Became Despondent—
Affected Parts Now Clear as Ever
—Alabama Lady's

CURE BY THE
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"About four years ago I was afflicted
with black splotches all over my face
and a few covering my.body, which
produced a severe itching irritation,and
which caused me a great deal of annoyance and suffering,to such an extent that
I was forced to call in two of the leading
physicians of my town. After a thorough examination of the dreaded complaint they announced it to be skin
eczema in its worst form. They treated
me for the same for the length of one
year, but the treatment did me no good.
'Finally I became despondent and
decided to discontinue their services.
Shortly afterwards, my husband in reading a copy of a weekly New York
papersaw an advertisement of the Cutie
cunt Remedies. He purchased the enZ
tire outfit, and after using the contents
of the first bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
in connection with the Cuticura Soap
and Ointment, the breaking outentirely
stopped. I continuod the tee of the..
Cuticura Remedies for six months, and
after that every splotch was entirely
roe and the affected parts were left as
clear as ever. I have not felt a symptowelthe eczema since, which was three
• I
Yer nco•
'The Cuticura Remedies not only
cured me of that dreadful disease,
eczema, but other complicated troubles
as well; and I have been the means of
others being cured of the same dimmer
by the Cuticum Remedies, and I don't
hesitate in saying that the Resolvent
is the beet blood medicine that the world
hasevee known." Lizzie E. Sledge,
540 Jones Ave.,
Selma, Ala.
Ost.23, 1905.
told thrimereet th•
=441tr if4n,itiottrrest, She. OA tom•4ud
11121.
,
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'Cols•fiss=:rit=r.- akm ag"' asi

gone to Nashville to run out of that
city towards the Cumberland river
TELEPHONE 548.
headwaters on the RYtnan line.
The Georgia lollLté reft Memphis,
Te,sin., yesterday and gets here toST. LOUIS PASSENGER TRAIT* **Tow night en route up to Cin- BALANCE OF WEEK, MATINEE TODAY AND
DELAYED ABOUT THREE
T ais
ti. morning the 11. W. Buttorff
s..allnh
SATURDAY.
HOURS.
:gets in from Clarksville and leaves
limmediately for Nashville.
There will come out of the TenThe Tier of Piles That Went Down 'lessee river late tomorrow night the
steamer Kentucky.
She will lay
Will Be Repaired as Quickly
here until Saturday afternoon at
5 o'clock before getting out on her
As Possible.
return that way.
The Peters Lee got to Cincinnati
yesterday and leaves there today enThe passenger train due in from route back to Memphis. She reaches
St. Louis yesterday afternoon at this city next Saturday on her way
In a repertoire of all new
3:30 o'clock over the Illinois Cen- down.
royalty plays
The City of Savanah` passed up
tral by way of Brookport, did not
Act Comedy Drama
Four
Tonight,
this naming bound for the Tenget in until shortly before 6 o'clock nessee river from St.
THE GAMBLER
AND
GIRL
THE
Louis.
last evening. The delay was occa- .--sThe City of Saltilio is due, out of
--8
SPECIALTIES
8—BIG
sioned by a broken piling in the row the Tendess e river late tomorrow
leadittg out, from .the incline cradle night bound back to St. Louis.
at font of Campbell street here, into
SEATS ON SALE SATURDAY.
Prices to, so, and 3oc.
the river. This b;oken piling prevented the transferboat from landing, and as -esult the train was delayed the several hours.
boat
transfer
In landing the
Mr. Alex Venters is here from St:
•
piling in Louis for a visit.
these
glides up to
Kruetzer
Robert
—Mr.
and
Mrs.
alignIn
get
to
order
iltrIVir. Edward Hanson yesterday reof 1044 Clay street, have a new boy
ment with the track reaching out on thrred from St. Louis.
top of the cradle, these _latter rails . Mr. John Junes, the produce man, baby.
—Today several of the warehouses
being arranged so that when the! went to Dawson .yezterday.
of
boat is right beside the piles, it will
Miss Jeanette Hecht 'of St. Louis will hold their first tobacco sales
season.
the
laid
track
connect piroperly with the
has arrived to visit relatives.
—Mr. and Mrs.. Carl Grief of Sox
on the bdat deck, se the coaches can I Miss Mabel Russell has gone to
Kentucky avenue, have a new boy
be pulled off and on. This bunch of Earlington, Ky., for a visit.
piling being broken, however, this, Mr. Robert Black has gone to at their home.
—The school board is thinking of
left things so that the boat could Golconda, 111., on business.
asking
the city legislative authorithe
with
cradle
the
to
not get up
Mr. Felix G. Rm:oolph yeaterday
ties to submit to the people of Padudeck track right up to the incFne went to Lonisville on business.
Judge W. M. Reed went is Louis- cah next fall the question of voting
rails, so the trains could be pulled
bonds out of which new school
ville this morning on business.
off.
The transferbnat had gotten at
Miss Lucily Pennywitt has gone to buildings will be constructed.
—Mister Commissioner George
Brookport the passenger train due Cairo to visit Miss Rose Howley.
Mrs. Jake Friedman goes to Evans- W. Landrum of Livingston county,
in here at 3:30 o'clock and brought
has been granted a license to practhe coaches on over to this side. ville. In f., Friday to visit relatives.
Advance Agent F. T. Rice, of the tice law, and is preparing to open
when it was discovered that the pilhis office. Until the first of this
ing was broken and would not ad- Colt Brothers circus, is in the city.
Lawyer Thomas Crice and Mr. H. yesr he was county clerk of Livingmit of landing. The boat tried an
hour to get its prow up to the H. Loving left yesterday for Louis- ston.
cradle track, but could not. About ville.
Mr. Max Wolff: the whiskey drumthis time the passenger leaving here
mer.
has- returned from a southern
for
afternoon
at 4:2O o'clock each

PILING 1110KE

We KENTUCKY

1

To-Night

The Rodney Stock

Company
Featuring

Miss Vane Cdlvert
and G. Bert Rodney

••••••

PERSONALS
•

tour.

LOCAL NEWS

SPECTACLES

Mr. 'Wallace Palmer is here from
Memphis, Tenn. He was formerly
in the commission business _here.
Mk. Joe Allen has resigned his
place with the Rock shot house and
gone to Memphis tee locate.
Foreman J. C. Mertin, of the I. C.
paint shop, has returned from Louisville, where the death of a relative
called him.
Mr. Gay Rollston left this mornweeks trip to
itig for a several
Washington, D. C., and New York
City.
provided for the cow owner, the ap- Carbondale, got from the Union deMrs. JI*T. Anderson of 1237 South
here down to the incline. . It Eighth street. returned yesterday
pellate bench, held this same tulip
might be applied to all ordinance',Ibeing seen the transfer could not from Borns, Tenn., where she was
land, the incoming passengess were called to attend the funeral of her
,
but that it was not proper.
The opinion of the higher tribunal transferred from the coaches on the brother. A*. Ed Richardson.
Dr Wm. Walton and Dr. Eugene
is quite voluminous and coversabout , boat, to the bank, while the oatCorlis,
of Brookenville. Ky., were
coaches
the
passengers
from
going
pages.
That
body
ten closely written
of judges uphold the ordiiiaace ip on the boat, to the bank, while the here yesterdai looking for a profe.4trans_ atonal location and expect to come
every respect and orders that it be outgoing passengers were
ferred froth 4:2o o'clock train on the back shortly to reside.
obeyed.
Supt. Pat Halloran of the Katterbank, to the coaches on the bo
n Construction works, is. here
The transfer then went back
GOV. FOLK TO SPEAK
nm
their plant at Cedar Bluff, for
Brookport with the incoming 3.
By Expert. Oraduate Optician
AT LEXINGTON MAY a..
o'clock coaches that were thereby' the first time since his two months
tour
through
the
East.
West
and
converted into the outgoing 41:2o
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Will be One of the Distinguished o'clock train, while the 4:20 o'clock He feels fine and enjoyed' his. trip.
Mr. J. Andy iflauer and , twa
coaches
that
could
not
get
from
inGuests at Educational
cline to boat, turned around and daughters next Tuesday leave Los
Conference.
btought the 3:30 passengers, mail Angeles, Cal., for their home here,
and express matter back to the and expect to reach this city about
the loth or r3th. They have been
depot.
Lexington. Ky.. March 27.—The
out there since the first of this year
local committee in charge of the plans
The bad piling will today be re- for a
tour.
h.r the meeting of the conference for paired if possible. Although a small
Mr. Wood Briggs returned to Memeducation in the south, which will be thing it controls the entire situation
held here May 2 to 4, has been offic- for the passenger traffic in and out. phis. Tenn last night, after spending
yesterdr.y here, lie is the son. of
ially notified that Joseph W. Folk.
• Rev. George Briggs, formerly of the
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
governor of Missouri, will attend the
Broadway Methodist church here.
conference. Gov. and Mrs. Folk will
The young man now travels for a
327 Broadway.
he the guests of President Jenkins. of
magazine house.
Property Discovered.
Kentucky University. N. S. Shaler,
who, twenty years ago. was state
There will skip away for the
Yesterday in the bankrupt coert
geologist
of Kentucky, and who i4 Tennessee river this afternoon the
Trustee Robert L. •Shernwell of the
now a member of the faculty of HarJ. C. McLoed estate, filed a statevard University, will also be a guest steamer Clyde. She will not get
ment, showing he had discovered
back here until the following Monof President Jenkins.
$r,soo worth of property that McThe conference will assemble at day night..
Of Padumh,Kentuckge
Loed had failed ice list; in filing his
HARRISON Woodland Park on the evening of The Joe Fowler comes In from
original bankruptcy petition which is CITY ATTORNEY
May 2, Gov. Beckham delivering an Evansville this morning and gets
Capital and Surplum $1455,000lj
sUpposed to enumerate. the assets of
FROM
COPY
GOT
address of welcome.
out
immediately
on
her
return
that
a party want.ing a bankrupt's disWay.
FRANKFORT.
charge. On the trustee filing this
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
Dr. H. G. Reynolds, practice limitOW. ROBERTSON. V. PRI&
Yesterday the John S. Hopkins
statement, Referee Ragby directed
ed to eye, ear, nose an throat. Office
went to Evansville and comes back
him to file a petition in tilt hankVAN -CU-1.194- CASHHeR.
rupt tribunal, requesting that the Appellate Bench Says -ft Is Consti- a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8 p. in. Sun- 011101TOW.
••••
CePt. A. W. Wright of the Jim
day. 9 to 12 a. m. Old phone I604a
Transacts 811 regular banking basins'... Solicits your
tutional and Does Not Illegally
deposits. Faye *
Duffy takes the captaincy of the
If your blood is not right
—Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wright are steamer Clyde when she goes, out pet cent per annum on time certificate of deposits. Safety boxes ia is*
Deprive Anyone of Rights.
parents of a new girl at their home tonight, Captain Hunter having re- proof vault for rent at 83 to 8to per year as tootle. You
take
carry your NMI
signed his place on the Clyde and
on North Ninth ,
key and no one but yourself has ac cum
City Attorney Thomas B. H'arrison has received from the appellate court at Frankfort a full copy
of the decision rendered by that
body last week regarding the Town
Cow ordinance of this city.
The
It is 'a uew, pleasant combina- court in detal reversed the measure
tion of best known vegetable
was not invalid.
alteratives and/tortes.
TM appellate bench took up in
detail the reasons of judge Sanders
IT CLEANSES,
for declaring the bill invalid. As to
IT PURIFIES
the local judge's contention that the
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVA'rOR
LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL . .
HUT
12 CENTS PER
IT. VITALIZES. ordinance did not give cow owners
BUSHEL
time to prtpare to comply with its
provisions, the appelate bench says
Carefully prepared in our
all people Should keep in close touch
with enactment of ordinances an4
own taboratory. 4
post themselves.
As to the alleged unconstitutionality of the ordinance, the court says
there is nothing in it to show that
INCORPORATED. ,
it is adverse to the state's constituDruggists,
Fifth and Minty. tion, while as to the point made
by
Jur Sandert, that no appeal was
Beth Phones z75.

SELL FIXTURES

Millinery Opening

Thursday and Friday, March 29 and 30
Opening days New Location.

329 Broadway.

MISS ZULA COBBS

EYE GLASSES

Prtly SI IIM
F

aM

Solid Beid
MOW
$5.00
ETES TESTED FREE

'

J. L. WOLFF,

THE RIVERS'

11111110•••••

TOWN COW
ORDINANCE

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

pillipplIMM111.1•••••

Walker's
Sarsaparilla
With Iodide Potash

Prospects for Shortage of (oal April I
Buy
TRADEWATER COAL now and save money

PROMPT DELIVERY
ot of

R. W. WALKER & CO.,
.
,

S
Fon.

Both Telephone s 254.

West Ketntuckv Coal Co.

